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Council Affairs
Paul Clegg

I hope you had a great break away 
from things over the festive period. I’m 

writing this at the end of a very dry January which has 
given a lot of opportunity for all of us to get out and fly. The 
shadow that remains hovering over all our activities and 
lives is the ongoing threat of the Covid pandemic. With the 
latest version of the disease spreading through the 
community, comes another set of rules to operate under. 
Hopefully you’re aware that we are now guided by the Red 
traffic light system. The best source of information about 
the rules and guidelines remains the government website 
https://covid19.govt.nz/traffic-lights/life-at-red/.  

There are a number of restrictions and limitations that vary 
according to the use of a Vaccine Pass. It is up to club 
management to interpret the requirements for their local 
facilities. Note that local landowners are well within their 
rights to require MFNZ members to show a vaccine pass 
when occupying the property. This has been the case with 
a number of clubs around the country.

When holding events, please note there are different 
requirements contingent on whether a Vaccine Pass is 
required to enter the event.  

2022 MFNZ Nationals 
After  much debate between the var ious S IG 
representatives and the MFNZ Council it was decided 
there was room within the Covid rules to proceed with the 
2022 Nationals. A collective decision was made that we 
would require a Vaccine Pass for all participants. This was 
also a requirement made by a couple of the landowners 
whose flying sites we were using.  With this decision the 
2022 MFNZ Nationals went ahead in January. It was a 
highly successful event. The number of competitors was 
pretty good considering some folks were unable to attend. 
A huge thanks to Kevin Botherway and Fraser Briggs for 
putting this event together.

Personally, I took a pushbike over on the Monday and 
rode round most of the events and had a good chat to a 
whole lot of happy folks having a great time flying 
modelling competitions. It was a stinking hot day with 
someone advising me that their car thermometer had 
recorded a peak of 37°C.! It became a little entertaining on 
the pushbike as the tar melted under the wheels.

The timing of the event was very lucky as the new Covid 
variant struck New Zealand about a month later and we 
would have been unable to proceed with the event in the 
current circumstances.

Council members update
The MFNZ Council has been running a little short-staffed 
for a while. I have put some requests for assistance in the 
Model Flying World magazine and thankfully a couple of 
good sorts have put their hands up and we are able to fill a 
couple of essential positions.

MFNZ secretary
Peter Randerson, from Wellington, has stepped up and 
offered to take over the position of Secretary. I’ve found it 
a bit of a struggle to adequately perform both the 
Secretary and Administration role. There is a lot of work 
required to run the organisation and with two people in 
these positions the workflow should be a lot smoother.

Peter has had a long career as an Air Force pilot. After 
retiring from the Air Force he started a successful private 
company, running this for a number of years. This 
combination of public service and private enterprise gives 
him a huge set of skills to work with which will be a breath 
of fresh air for the MFNZ Council.

Far North Island Representative.
It’s become obvious over the last few years that a 
considerable percentage of the New Zealand population 
growth is in the greater Auckland area. The original 
division of New Zealand into MFNZ areas has become a 
little antiquated with the Northern North Island 
Representative having to provide representation for 26 
different clubs. In contrast, the Central North Island area 
has 11 clubs and the Southern North Island area contains 
16 clubs.

Les King has recently moved to the Northland area and 
that’s enabled us to split out some of the clubs in the 
Northern North Island area and have dedicated 
representative for the area. We have created a new Far 
North area for clubs that are north of Auckland.  These 
clubs are:
Far North R/C Fliers
Warkworth Aviation Club Inc
Model Aviation Northland Inc
The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying Group
Whangarei Model Aircraft Club (INC)
Kaitaia Flyers
Kaipara Flats Model Flyers

Peter Randerson



So who is Les King?... In his words
I started flying control line models at the age of 13 at the 
local Christchurch City Council park and soon after joined 
the Christchurch Club focusing on control line Good Year 
and B team race competition and formed team Bell/King.  I 
have enjoyed various free flight, control line and R/C 
models over the years but after attending a World Pylon 
Championships in Australia in 2001 as a spectator I 
decided to focus on R/C Pylon and this is still my main 
focus today.  I am an active member of my local club Far 
North Radio Control Flyers, I also belong to JR Airsail and 
am a Life member of the Christchurch Model Aero Club.  
My wife Judy and I participate as "Team King" at the 
Nationals and regularly attend Pylon meetings at JR 
Airsail in Mercer as well as participating most Sundays at 
my local club in Kaikohe, Northland.

Les King

Nominations for MFNZ Council positions and any Member’s 
Motion need to be lodged with the Secretary by Saturday 7th 
May 2022. 

AGM
Saturday 2nd July 2022 at 1pm
The AGM will be held as an online Zoom meeting

YOUR AREA NEEDSYOUR AREA NEEDS

YOU!!!YOU!!!
Auckland North Island RepAuckland North Island Rep

MFNZ has been operating for some 
time without an official Auckland 
Representat ive.  M F N Z needs 
someone from the Auckland area to 
represent the Council at the local 
clubs. If you think you can help, drop 
a line to the MFNZ Secretary.
 secretary@modelflyingnz.org 

MFNZ COUNCIL 
NEEDS YOU



MacdonaldMacdonaldMacdonald
MEMORIAL AWARDMEMORIAL AWARDMEMORIAL AWARD

Stan MaugerStan MaugerStan Mauger

The Macdonald Memorial Award was 
established in 1954 in memory of the 
founder of the NZMAA, Fred Macdonald. It 
is awarded annually to someone who is 
considered to have made an outstanding 
contribution to aeromodelling in New 
Zealand.

This year, the Macdonald Memorial Trustees are 
very pleased to present the award to Stan Mauger. 

Stan deservedly joins a list of inspirational people who have received 
this prestigious award. His achievements and contribution to NZ 
aeromodelling over many years are illustrated in the following citation.

• Stan has contributed to the modelling community both at a national 
and international level.  He has given outstanding service with his 
involvement in the FF& CL Scale SIG, organising both the 
Nationals and the Trans Taman FF Scale competition for the SIG. 

• During his time on the SIG (20 years) Stan has served in every 
position and currently holds the position of Charman.  In an effort 
to generate more participation in Scale he introduced new 
competitions which were designed to increase participation in 
FF&CL Scale at a national and local level.  He also established 
and runs the successful indoor event held at Morrinsville.

• As an independent competitor Stan competed in the BMFA 
Nationals and gained 1st place with his model. Stan has been 
successful at the national and local events over a long period of 
time.

• Over the years Stan has published several articles and 
competition reports both in New Zealand and overseas.  Stan was 
requested to write an article on non-Radio Control Scale for CIAM 
News.  This was a great honour as CIAM are the governing body 

for aeromodelling and CIAM News is 
sent worldwide.  Stan now publishes 
Scale News which is designed to 
encompass all scale and encourage 
those reading the publication to give 
scale a go.

• At the club level Stan has served in 
most positions and has held the 
position of Bulletin Editor for 10 
years, producing the AMAC Club 
Bulletin Slipstream which has 
received international recognition.  

On behalf of the Trustees and the NZ 
aeromodelling community, I would like to 
express our appreciation and offer our 
congratulations to Stan.

Rob Macdonald
Chairman, Macdonald Memorial Trust



 

 
A TRIBUTE BY BRIAN PERRIAM ON BEHALF 
OF WIGRAM MODEL FLYERS

 

HAMILTON, Derek Geoffrey: Sub/Lt RNZNVR - Fleet 
Air Arm.  A much loved father, stepfather, grandfather 
and uncle to his extended family. In his 99th year. 

A couple of months after I joined the Wigram Model Flyers I had the privilege of 
sitting beside Derek Hamilton, at a group luncheon. He Informed me he was 96 
years old, lived in a retirement village, was still independent, driving and actively 
building models. He told me the story of his early years as a military MP, riding 
motorcycles, that would now be sought after classics. Later in the war he learned to 
fly, at Wigram, and went on to the Empire Training programme in Canada before 
going to England. As the RAF didn’t need pilots by this stage he moved to the Navy 
air arm and learned to fly Corsairs at HMS GANNET (a land based carrier training 
facility in Eglington, Northern Ireland.  The clarity with which he was able to describe 
the process of landing a Corsair onto a carrier, all those years ago, was fascinating 
going right down to the instrument, trim and speed settings.  Apparently, the war in 
the Pacific ended before his deployment was completed and he returned to New 
Zealand to continue civilian life in the financial sector with a stockbroker firm. Where 
he became a senior partner. It is thought he never flew full sized aircraft again and 
moved into the modelling world.

That was about 4 years ago, at which stage, he was actively participating in flying days, when the weather was suitable.  
He was always bright and cheerful, well presented in his pressed green overalls and as independent as he could be. In 
later years, he needed some assistance carrying models etc but even mid 2021 he was still occasionally turning up, 
model prepared, ready to fly.  One year, he reported turning 97 then went back to 96 the following year as he thought 
there had been a mistake. To judge from his appearance and enthusiasm, you would never have guessed his age, so no 
one queried it. He always maintained his fitness and was an active golfer.

I am unsure when he started his early modelling career, assuming it was probably in the 50’s. I have heard him 
discussing times before Radio-Control and the introduction of single channel sets where the transmitter was a large box 
sitting beside you on the ground , so we can assume he has had a very long involvement in the sport. In the 1960’s he 
was actively participating in model events and was seen as very proactive in developing radio control sets and models. 
He is the D of the team who developed BDL kit’s. Supplying an assortment of model parts. 

As I spent time amongst the club, I grew to understand the phrase, “ Derek Built”. The club abounds with high quality 
scale models, Light, strong and realistic, that Derek had built. For me his pinnacle was the fully functional Fletcher 
Topdressing plane which is so detailed and realistic in flight. 

Currently there is a Sig Hog - Piel CP90 “Pinocchio – SE5A – Fletcher and Auster that i can trace, still in club members 
hands. Derek is also known to have built a fabulous 80 inch Piper Pawnee. He built and Dave Farr mainly flew, a Top-
flite Corsair which they had many outings with (this pic is of the plane in a friends shed after he retired it).  Also from the 
AIRBORNE plans service he built a rather nice 60 sized P47. He had a “Grotty weather” and a PT 19. He also built a 
Tango Autogyro and  a tail less plane which Dave can’t remember the name of as well as a Chipmunk.  He was a unique 
and prolific builder from scratch or kit which are skills, not many people have anymore. I am sure there will be many 
other models he has built during his modelling career that are still around in someone’s memories or collection. 

I may be a sentimentalist, as there was something very down to earth, as well as a lot of Mana about him. I still feel 
honoured to have known him, even if for only a brief part of his life. I now build my models on his workbench, so hopefully 
some of his Mana will be incorporated in them. 

I think Derek’s impact on model flying can be summed up by the words of another life long modeller who visited the club. 
“ Derek it is such an honour to finally meet you. From my earliest modelling days you have been the example for us all to 
look up to”.



I recently acquired a lovely Taube, ex an 
estate, and immediately set about 
converting it to electric and preparing it 
for flight. Initially it looked ready to go, 
once the power unit was installed. Then 
a recent MFW article titled “Always 
check then double check” came to 
mind. So the decision was made to do 
some detailed checking first.

Preparing 
a new model

On close scrutiny, several issues soon became obvious:

Firstly an inspection of the wing under stress showed 
some movement at one rib near the center section. There 
was bracing wires installed which could carry the load but I 
wasn’t happy with the center support and layout so 
decided to strip some covering and investigate. I found 
that the Balsa capping strips of the two  spars had been 
replaced in one bay but no repairs made to the webbing or 
spar beam, which left the structure weak. The webbing 
was repaired and Black Poplar capping grafted into the 
top spars which stiffened up the while structure. 

Then I had discussions with club members and found out 
that;

• Another member built the same kit and it flies without 
any flying wires at all.

• Plan does not show any flying wires installed.
• My model had initially been built with ailerons which 

had been pinned up and servos removed as 
evidently the ailerons had operated as trim tabs and 
reverse banking was achieved. 

When you look at the distance back from the leading 
edge, of the curved wing platform. The aileron instillation 
would be exerting considerable torsional forces, which 
would explain the wing twisting under aileron load. If the 
bracing wires, as installed, had been an effort to 
strengthen the wing. I think the single center post was to 
flexible to prevent the twisting and would actually have 
aggravated the situation by directly transferring the load to 
the other wing. So initially I will be flying it without and 
bracing installed.

Further discussion indicated that the model had flown well 
without ailerons but the builder had never been fully happy 
with the models flying characteristics, so I went looking 
further and found the Pull-Pull lines were significantly 
tangled. The top and bottom wires for one side of the 
elevator were crossed, so there was  significant binding 
happening. Then one of the elevator cables was looped 
through  one side of the rudder cables,  hence any inputs 
could easily be transferred into both elevator and rudder 
movement. The lines were untangled and the elevator 
servo raised 4mm so they are now free and moving easily.

Elevator and rudder 
lines twisted

Elevator lines 
twisted

The motor I initially used was a brand new Hobby-king 
prop drive 35-42, being feed by 70A BEC and 4 cells at 
4000mA/H with an 11/6 prop. The prop pitch was based 
on the slow flying speeds expected. Considerable effort 
was made to get the motor weight and battery as far 
forward as possible, to assist with maintaining the center 
of gravity.  

Despite the best efforts 
to balance the Prop 
and drive couplings, a 
severe vibration was 
experienced at approx. 
¾  r e v s .  S t r o n g e r 
mountings and more 
balancing still gave the 
same result. So an 
alternative motor (an 
A e o l i a n  C 3 5 4 2 
1450KV Brushless out-
r u n n e r  e x  E b a y 
($35NZ)) was obtained 
from another model and hey presto, perfectly smooth 
operation.

The motor is mounted on two layers of 1/8 ply glued 
together, mounted across the front and screwed into the 
original gas engine bearers, to distribute the power back 
into the frame.

On the morning of 21st Nov, on a calm morning at 
Wigram, the first flight was completed successfully.  A 
brief circuit then trimming adjusted, as it needed some up-



trim. Two more flights were successfully completed showing a need 
for more elevator exponential and a need to move the C/G forward a 
small bit.

Adjustments were made with 40% expo added to the elevator control. 
Ch 4 mixed at 50% into Ch1 so I could control ground direction on 
either stick as I naturally use Ch4. Also 40G of lead was added to the 
nose to move C/G forward 3mm. 

Thursday the 9th Dec was the next suitable flying day and although 
the performance had improved. The elevator was still too sensitive 
and the aircraft made no effort to pull out of a dive, when trimmed for a 
consistent flight. Power also caused the craft to balloon a lot. Stabile 
flight was achieved with very precise power control and very very 
cautious elevator. When flying overhead, it certainly has a very 
impressive outline. I am still trying to establish a best flying speed for 
it, as it doesn’t stall in level flight . It only holds the nose high and 
mushes along.  Turns are very positive and responsive on rudder only 
so there is no need for wing warping or ailerons. 

So today the engine has received some more down-thrust and the 
battery holder moved forward. The C/G is now 8mm forward of the 
original position. I also reduced the propeller from an 11/6 to a 10/6. 
The motor will still peak at 32amps (450W) and hopefully the power 
curve will be smother in the range I need for stable flight. 

Tue the 14th Dec was a light SW so another 3 flights were completed. 
The additional down thrust has not made any appreciable difference 
to the ballooning under power  or gusts. The smaller propeller is still 
providing sufficent thrust. The increased elevator expo has helped 
smooth out elevator response and good smooth flights, turns and 
landing flares are readily achievable, if you concentrate.  There is still 

no tendency to pull out of a dive when power is 
removed or gliding so this might just be  the 
nature of the aircraft. A bit more testing to be 
done.

It will fly slowly, is magnificent in the sky and I 
am so proud to have had the privilege of 
bringing it back into active service.

Brian Perriam

http://packsend.co.nz


Several MFNZ clubs have established Danger Areas 
around their flying sites to warn manned aircraft of the 
hazard posed by model aircraft flying in that area. We may 
sometimes wonder why we bother when aircraft fly 
through the Danger Area oblivious of the risk and we all 
land our models to get out of the way until the aircraft has 
passed. Take heart that many more have taken heed of 
the risk and avoided the area.

What is a Danger Area?
A Danger area is a special type of airspace established to 
warn full size pilots of a particular risk or hazard that exists 
in that area. This might be a firing range, model flying, or 
full size glider launching site for example.

Civil aviation regulations require that;

91.129 Restricted and danger areas 

(b) A pilot must not operate an aircraft within a 
danger area designated under Part 71 unless 
that pilot has determined that the activity 
associated with the danger area will not affect 
the safety of the aircraft. 

I would argue that having assessed the risk posed by 
model aircraft flying, one should not then fly through the 
area!  It is possible that errant pilots are not referring to an 
aviation map. Hopefully such events reduce with time as 
digital maps on aircraft displays or iPads actively warn of 
approaching airspace.

Does your club need  a Danger Area?
If your flying site is on a regular route for low flying aircraft 
(below about 1500’) and club members often have to land 
or move to another part of the sky to avoid passing 
aircraft, it may be worth applying for a Danger Area.

Danger Areas also allow the operation of Model Aircraft 
above the normal 400 ft ceiling (In uncontrolled airspace) 
in accordance with CAR101.207(c)(1) and allow for 
Model Aircraft to operate above persons and property 
w i t h o u t  h a v i n g  o b t a i n e d  c o n s e n t 
(CAR101.207(a)(1)(i&ii), making DAs quite useful for a 
number of reasons!

How to request a Danger Area… 
Search for CAA form 24071-01, Application for 
designated airspace or visual reporting point.

The form is fairly straight forward to complete. CAA will 
charge for the time required to assess and seek feedback 
etc for others affected by the application. The application 
requires evidence of consultation with other affected 
airspace users. Expect 3-6 months for the CAA to 
process. It would pay to request an estimate or quote 
before submitting the application.  If you need assistance 
contract your MFNZ area rep or the writer.

How do we cancel a Danger Area?
Some of our clubs have moved flying sites away from the 
Danger Area declared above that site. To cancel Danger 
Areas  that is no longer required write to CAA explaining 
the situation. (aeronautical.services@caa.govt.nz )

NEW ZEALAND
MODEL FLYING &
DANGER AREAS

Dave Griffin
D829 Glendene, over the Christchurch MAC Willows site. Opera�onal in daylight hours from the surface to 1350' above sea 
level



204

A fellow NSMAC club friend Dan Pulman came to an 
arrangement late last year. He would gift me an Align 800 
‘pod n boom’ helicopter on the proviso that he could then 
determine the scale model and livery I would use for my 
build.

The deal was done, and this was to be a 1963 construction 
Bell 204 in the livery of ZK-HHF, owned and piloted by 
Alan Beck of Beck Helicopters in Eltham.

Alan is an extremely respected New Zealander with more 
than 21,000 hours flying time and has far too many 
qualifications, licences, and Awards to note here. Oh! He 
also has the Queens Service Medal. But for me it has been 
a privilege to copy this helicopter that is still in operation 
and lifting some very impressive weights on a daily basis.
Alan and his engineer James have gone out of their way, 
taking time out of their busy schedules to provide me with 
actual paint samples, very detailed photos to copy from, 
plus answering many questions us scale builders seem to 
have. I owe them both a very big THANKS!

So, to this ‘build in progress’ that is based on standard 
electric Align 800 mechanics, a German Vario 1:7 scale 
fuselage at 171cm long, a Vario scale-design main rotor 
head, a special extra-long Vario 12mm diameter main 
shaft pus their 40 degree angle tail gearbox. The standard 
Align Dominator 490kV motor and gearing have been 
retained for an optimum rotor head speed of around 1270 
RPM and swinging 78cm Helitec asymmetrical blades 
giving a rotor diameter of 174cm.

A separate 10/20A Hobbywing BEC and 7.4V 2S battery 
powers the servos, BD AXON gyro and navigation lighting 
system, and a Castle Edge 160A controls power feed to 
the main motor via AXON commands.

The Align carbon fibre main frames were too high to 
position the mechanics in the fuselage at the correct 
height, so some 30mm was cut from the base of both 
sides. The standard Align anti-rotation guide wouldn’t 
work either because the (new) main shaft is much longer, 
the swash plate sits higher above the mechanics and 
outside the doghouse (to be more scale-like), plus, having 

Top to bottom:

The real thing.

Angle tail gearbox 
and tail control 
rod.

B a s i c  A l i g n 
mechanics with 
longer shaft, Vario 
rotor head.

Detail of custom 
carbon fibre anti-
rotation guide.

Chris Ball



an anti-rotation guide visible on a scale bird looks stupid in 
my opinion. The three cyclic servo link rods are much 
longer than normal as are the two swash to pitch links 
fitted to the pitch arms. You will note that the rotor head 
sits very high in the Bell 204

Some more issues arose using the basic (but shortened) 
Align tail torque tube and mating that to the Vario 
articulated gearbox connectors, shortening the tail boom 
to snugly take the angle gearbox, then doing a similar job 
with the short gearbox-to-tail rotor gearbox, also using a 
shortened Align torque tube at one end and a Vario 
connector at the other end. After much fiddling, 
calculating and modifications it works okay mechanically. 
But the test of all this will on ‘maiden day’. 

With the mechanics basically taken care of it was time to 
move to the bare and unpainted Vario fuselage. Windows 
had to be cut out and edges smoothed, door sliding rails 
needed to be cut out and strengthened from withing the 
hull and then the most important consideration of 
all…mounting points for the mechanics to the fuselage 
that are based on the landing gear bolt positions. This 
gives maximum strength for the heavy mechanics and 
offers the best structural rigidity points. Very important for 
any scale heli builder to consider!

One more issue took a long time to get correct, and that 
was lining up the tail torque tube drive with the angle 
gearbox. The articulated connectors allow for a small 
alignment ‘error’ but can inflict dangerous vibrations if not 
almost perfect. This was achieved with thin shims at the 
four bolt points that secure the mechanics to the base 
plate and landing gear. 

I built the floor supports into the belly of the fuselage and 
made allowance for the main batteries. 2 x 6s batteries 
were too high to fit under the floor, so 4 x 3s 11.1V 
batteries were chosen to fit as far forward as possible to 
obtain correct CG. 

The base painting is now complete, made up of a base 
coat of a special ‘Beck white’, a red, and two blue colours. 
The matching red pinstriping and decals were undertaken 

by Callie of Callie Graphics in New Mexico, and most are 
now fitted. Around 12,500 stick-on rivets of four different 
sizes and spacings are next to add plus some more line 
tape.

3D printed parts were ordered from Chile and Germany. 
Most are still to be fitted, including most of the navigation 
light fittings. This will be done after the final clearcoat 2-
pack lacquer is applied.

So there it is, a work in progress but definitely getting 
closer to completion.

Top to bottom:
Bell 204 Hull and mechanics
Batteries under cockpit floor.
Main fuselage.



One of the things I love about our sport is multiple 
opportunities to do something better, or lighter, or 
make it more efficient. Sometimes it’s important to 
give yourself time to reflect and brainstorm possible 
solutions rather than just rush in with the first option 
that you think of.

I have a 1/3 scale glider I bought secondhand from a friend 
in South Africa and have been getting it ready to fly. It 
needs ballast and has water tanks that hold a bit over a 
litre in each wing. I filled them up with a manual fuel pump 
and could see that the cork type seals at the bottom that a 
servo pulls back to dump need to be tighter, so I fixed 
those. The fill hole at the top end is about 4mm diameter 
but won’t stop water dribbling out when the glider has 
more than about 10 degrees angle of bank.

So; define the problem: need something that allows the 
water to fill but blocks off the hole when banked over. 
Possible solutions that sprung to mind were a type of flap 
valve that closes if water tries to come out. I could see 
difficulty in executing that successfully but was possible. 
Then I thought about things that float and thought about 
the design that seals off a snorkel with a floating ball. A ball 
inside the tank won’t work as it will float to the wrong end of 
the tank to seal the hole when the glider is banked over 
and  turning. So need to trap it at the outer end which led to 
sketch one which I could turn on my little lathe. To use it 
today however I will have to change the blown up motor 
and find new drive belts. Soooo… can I make it simpler 
with brass tube and shim brass plate. 

Therefore design number two.
Unzip a bean bag and find some beads and they seem to 
be about 5mm diameter so need some 5.5 or 6mm ID 
brass tube. Drill some holes across the tube for the holes 
to bypass the bead to fill the tank and cut the lengths- only 
had 12mm of depth to play with. Solder them up and crimp 
the ends with a little bend with side cutters and then a bang 
or two with the blade of a screwdriver to retain the ball. 
Enlarge the hole in the wing to allow them to slip in and 
glue in with sealer glue. Looks like they’ll do the job as 
wind blowing through the tank with the bottom end open 
lifts the ball to seal the hole. Satisfying so far. Now to fill 
with water again to test the whole system.

Yes! It works- not perfectly yet due to imperfections on the 
ball. It drastically reduces the amount dribbling out when 
banked over. Thinking cap on again to find a different ball 
of harder material so it holds a better shape or coat the 
polystyrene with something. Work in progress. 

a satisfying challenge
a satisfying challenge

Rob Johnston



Foster Watkinson

Too late for WW1 and too slow for WW2 - The Hawker 
Fury biplane and all its variants are good looking 
planes as the Brits are prone to make eg Spitfire, 
Vulcan, Gloster Javellin, DH Comet. The list could go 
on …

I chose this because it sort of stands out in the crowd. I 
could not find an ARF so just had to make one from a plan. 
The plan I chose is from Aviation Modeller International 
Plans Service; Hawker Fury 1/6 scale model, 60” 
(1524mm) wingspan by Brian Brassey.

I had an RCGF15 petrol motor which I intended to fit, but it 
gave so much trouble, I chose to use electric for reliability, 
vibration free, but lacking the “real noise”.

It has a OS OMA 5020 490kV motor with a 4200mah 6 cell 
battery, and a 16x6 wooden propeller. I thought the drag of 
the biplane would drain the battery quickly, but the 16” 
prop seems to be so efficient, the battery gives quite good 
duration .

There is nothing much that I used of the plan in 
construction techniques, only the outside dimensions. In 
fact the fuselage seemed to be shorter than the scaled 
down real plane, so I've made it “true to scale”, as far as I 
can see, by lengthening the fuselage by 1.5”.

Fuselage
I have used a crutch construction with a balsa central 
spline and put half section fuselage formers and built one 
side completely, and then the other side. I used balsa 
mainly with some ply to support the aluminium wing 
supports,  joined through to the engine mount. This was 
positioned to accommodate the RCGF15, so has quite 
long mounts for the electric version.
 
Top Wing  
I tried high density foam with 4 carbon fibre spars and 
some light ply where it's mounted on the supports from the 



fuselage. Threaded inserts were glued to inside of ply on 
top of the wing. Four of 4mm bolts join to the aluminium 
supports.

There are 2mm false ribs on the top. This has proved quite 
strong, but I think cutting out the ailerons, hinging, and 
wing tips has not worked out so well. Covering was with 
silvery grey solar film. The solar film stuck to the wing top 
in some sections so I would not recommend this. The 
bottom wing turned out better.

Bottom wing:
I ran out of high density foam so had to use the usual white 
light foam and 1mm balsa skin. I added carbon fibre spars, 
but only two, one top and bottom.

Tail:
This was completely balsa sheet with lightening holes. 
False ribs were added on top.

Centre of Gravity:
The position shown on the plan is pretty right, possibly 
about a centimetre or two further forward, depending on 
your flying preferences.
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I believe today, when people think of drones, it is firstly, 
that they are a pretty new thing, and they are sold by the 
millions to folk who play with them a bit, use them as a 
flying cellphone, then lose interest or wreck them.  
However, there is a much longer history... well over 100 
years. Nikola Tesla was awarded a patent in 1898 for a 
wireless controlled powerboat, but there is doubt if he ever 
built it. Kettering had produced an aerial torpedo around 
1915. The most relevant early success was Major 
Raymond Philips demonstrating a “wireless controlled 
airship” at the London Hippodrome in 1911, with a spark 
transmitter and coherer receiver with a claimed range of 
200 yards with much reduced power. He claimed that it 
could have been several miles if he ramped up the 
transmitter power, and probably would have jammed any 
other communications in the UK, had there been any. 

Now that all the hype is generally past, and Amazon has 
given up on drone-package deliveries and McDonalds 
now seem to understand that not many want drone-
delivered Big Macs, with fries and shakes. Just as well, I 
live quite a distance from the nearest Golden Arches, and I 
hate burgers luke-warm. 

Today, sanity has been restored and drones are out there 
in the millions for many productive and useful tasks, a few 
include. Inspecting hazardous areas like Chernobyl, 
Fukishima and active volcanoes, delivering medical 
supplies to disaster zones, weather forecasting, low-cost 
environmental monitoring, mapping and surveying, 
military, fire-fighting, SAR and much more. 

Sadly of course, like any human artefact, a small number 
of humans put them to less productive uses, like delivering 
contraband to prisons, drug delivery, snooping, and now 
even putting a few hundred grams of explosive into one for 
use as a handy assassination tool.  It pays for us to recall 
Carl Sagan’s infamous quote... “Virtually every 
technological advance by man has been ethically 
ambiguous.” , ie take 50,000 years ago, a rock could get 
you a meal, or be used to murder that oaf in the next 
village!

So, anyway, apart from Major Philips’ demo, when did 
modern drones emerge? Probably, the earliest one that 
qualifies was the GL1 (and 2 and 3) in Dec 1922. A Jean 
Roche was assigned the task of building this for the US 
Army Coast Artillery. It was 12 ft span monoplane glider 
that was launched from a DH-4 at 10,000 feet and spent 
the next 30 minutes circling down. Most survived the 
gunners attempts. The GL-2 was larger and was flown by 
a real pilot being fired upon by real shells! I still wonder 
how they found a volunteer, or was he “volunteered”? Or 
maybe the gunners aim was so abysmal, the pilot smugly 
felt safe? The unmanned GL-3 was similar, but the launch 
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pilot then turned back to make repeated gunnery passes 
at the drone. Not many of the GL-3s survived the glide 
home. 

The next significant development was the British Queen 
Bee, again as a gunnery trainer. This was essentially a 
Tiger Moth, but with a wood fuselage, often with floats, 
and several other modifications, including a rear cockpit 
packed with a radio control receiver and pneumatically 
driven servos.  The front cockpit was normal and could be 
flown by a pilot for ferry flights. It first flew at Farnborough 
in late 1935, and about 450 were manufactured until 
1944, the exact number is unknown as many were shot 
down without being registered or recorded. Only 2 remain 
today. 

Queen Bee in flight

However the real hotbed of drone development and 
production was in the USA, from not one source, but 
several. As this article is of limited length, most of it will 
concern the start-up and production of Denny Industries, 
for two reasons. Firstly, they have a strong aeromodelling 
background, and secondly, they produced more drones 
than any other, until well after Ww2. 

This started with one Reginald Denny. He was a well 
known English screen and stage actor (in over 200 
movies) Then, in WW1, joined the Royal Flying Corps as 
a gunner in F2Bs before being injured, and recovered just 
as the war ended. Afterwards he moved to the USA and 
resumed acting, then in 1934 opened a model aircraft 



shop on Hollywood Boulevard, all between acting roles 
and speculating in oil and mining stocks. Over the next 
few years, with a very smart engine designer, Walter 
Righter, and a radio Ham, Ken Case, they developed a 
workable RC model.

In 1938-9, with war looming on the horizon, they saw a 
need for a remote controlled aerial target and developed 
the Radioplane One, or RP-1. This was a much enlarged 
version of the Dennyplane model they had been selling 
(The Dennyplane plan is still on outerzone) It had a span 
of 144 inches, weighed 42 pounds and a 3HP, 2-stroke, 2-
cylinder Righter engine. After some demonstrations in 
1938, Denny Industries was invited to negotiate with US 
military officials and Generals on serious development 
and production. After the meetings, he was awarded 
$18,000 and one year to produce 3 units. This became the 
new RP-2, 104 inch span, 104 pounds with a 6HP engine. 
A frantic pace of development followed, with it looking 
more and more likely that Japan would enter the war with 
a strike on the USA. So, the RP-2, RP-3 and RP-4 were 
produced with the last fully meeting the military’s 
requirements. Finally the RP-5 entered service with the 
military nomenclature of the OQ-2 (But also known as the 
TDD-1, Target Drone Denny) This was now 147 inch span 
of 105 lbs with radio control equipment on 67 to 74 MHz 
with a typical range of 3-4 miles, and equipped with a 
parachute for recovery, as landings proved troublesome. 
They were ground controlled at up to 12,000 feet with 
binoculars, then later form a mother controller manned 
aircraft. A total of 3,900 were produced during wartime.

RP-4 on launch ramp

There was no proportional control, simply neutral or full left 
or right (or full up and down)  Five different audio tones 
controlled;  up, down, left, right, and parachute release.  
The loss of signal for more than 1 second also triggered 
the parachute. The receiver was a super-regenerative one 
with power from a 6 volt lead–acid battery. The transmitter 
was large and heavy, but the control box was on a long 
lead to allow the pilot a bit of movement. Plug-in crystals 
allowed several drones to operate at once.  None of this is 
terribly different in concept to our early “Wright” gear of the 
late 50’s, early 60’s. 

It’s about now that “Marilyn Munroe” came to fame.  A US 
Army photographer was sent to one of the Denny factories 
to photograph operations. He was drawn to an especially 
attractive young lady, a Norma Jean Dougherty. While her 
job was spraying fire retardant onto drones, she was 
posed and photographed assembling one. The 
photographer had contacts in the picture industry and 

arranged a screen test. 
This went well, and the 
rest is history; Norma 
c h a n g e d  h e r  h a i r 
colour, and name, to 
Marilyn Munroe. 

Noth ing s tood s t i l l 
during the war, and 
many more models 
were produced, all the 
way through to the the 
last in this series, the 
OQ-19, with it still being 
in-use as late as 1962. 
A final improved version 
known as  the MQM-36 
Shelduck commenced 
o p e r a t i o n s  i n  t h e 
1950s, this become the 
companies best ever, 

with around 71,000 being produced, up until the 1980s.  It 
was all-metal, weighing in at 400 lbs with a 90HP 
McCullough engine powering it to 220 MPH.

Denny Industries have been focused on because of the 
aeromodelling connection, but they are far from the only 
player in the business. The US Navy, Airforce, and 
several other companies all contributed, there’s simply 
too many to cover, but there are a couple of standout 
ones. 

One of these was a full-size light two-seater, the Culver 
Cadet, with a Continental 75HP engine. This was first 
called the PQ-8 and many variations took place over the 
war. One of the later problems noted was it’s all-wood 
construction rendered it pretty much invisible to radar, 
nor would it trigger the new radio-based anti-aircraft 
proximity fuses coming into service. To fix this, wires and 
radar reflective paint were added. It appears that about 
600 were produced. 

Another of note was the McDonnell TD2D Katydid. This 
resembled a miniature German V-l It had an 11 foot span, 
weighed 320 pounds and was powered by an 8 inch 
diameter pulse-jet. It entered service in 1942, quite some 
time before the German V-1, however, the Germans had 
tested the V-1’s pulsejet as early as 1941, strapped to a 
biplane ! The first launch of V-1s was planned to be 64 
aimed at London on 13 June 1944, but due to numerous 
mechanical, personnel and organisational failures, only 
10 were launched and only 4 hit London. 

Norma Dougherty



The big daddy of them all was the USAAF Aphrodite 
program. This was a simple concept, old war-weary B-17s 
and B-24s were be packed with up to 20,000 pounds of 
explosive and a crew of 2 would fly it most of the way to the 
target, bale-out and it was then flown by a mother aircraft 
down to the target, which were high-value facilities like 
underground V-weapon bunkers and submarine pens. 
The first mission with 4 drones was launched on 4 August 
1944, it was not a terrible success, 3 missed the target and 
one blew a massive crater in the English countryside. A 
second mission on 6 August was no better, and General 
Doolittle angrily re-organised the program. More took 
place until late 1944 with hardly any success, given their 
inability to hit targets, and that the war in Europe was 
coming to an end, the whole concept was cancelled. 

One noteworthy failure was a mission launched on 11 
August when Lt Joe Kennedy (Older brother of the future 
US President) was assigned a V-weapon site, all went 
well until about 6 miles from the target when a massive 
explosion, for unknown reasons, obliterated the aircraft 
and 2 crew.  

There were many more, but the real boom in the UAV 
industry was yet to come, during the troublesome years of 
the Cold War. And now they are everywhere. Although 
according to some NZ sellers, we may be past “peak 
drone” now, at least in the hobby arena. The global drone 
market in 2021 was about USD 11 Billion. But to keep 
things in perspective, the global market for “fast fashion” 
(The most pointless and wasteful thing I can imagine) was 
68 Billion, and the global market for cat food was 92 
Billion. 

What does the future hold? I’m leery of predictions and 
mindful of Niels Bohr who stated “Predictions are very 
difficult, especially if they involve the future” !  Although 
I’m going to pass on the few who claim that Covid 
vaccinations are a way of getting components into your 
body to re-assemble into a small drone.  It’s probably only 
safe to say they will become cheaper, smaller, more 
capable, more autonomous and grow into applications 
yet to be thought of. Good luck. 

Here’s a list that celebrates folks that have put in the hard yards and attained the necessary skill and knowledge to 
successfully complete a MFNZ Wings Qualification since the December Model Flying World magazine.  
 

Name Club Description

Ian Vercoe   Tauranga M A C (INC)   Basic Power

Pete Leaver   Tauranga M A C (INC)   Basic Power

Pete Leaver   Tauranga M A C (INC)   Helicopter

Corey Westhall  Highbrook Aero Modellers (INC)  Large Model

Rasmus Hunt   New Plymouth M A C (INC)   Basic Power

Gary Kirsten   Central Otago Model Fliers   Basic Power

Ryley Fowlds   North Shore M A C    Basic Power

Peter Zotov   Southland MAC    Basic Power

Leon Fenemor   Nelson Model Aero Club (INC)  Basic Power

Vaughn Friedrich  Ashhurst Model Fliers    Basic Power

Vaughn Friedrich  Ashhurst Model Fliers    Multi Rotor

Luke Hawinkels  Kapiti Aeromodellers Club (INC)  Basic Power

Gareth Andrews  Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers Club Large Model

Clive Martis   Matamata-Piako M A C (Inc)   Basic Power

Clive Martis   Matamata-Piako M A C (Inc)   Glider



I first saw this design a few years ago while scouring 
through the Outerzone vintage model plans website, and 
clearly remember how the simplicity of its construction 
appealed to me. 

It was also unusual in that although a low wing design, it 
only utilized 3-channel control (rudder, elevator, throttle) 
like many of the simpler 1970’s (and earlier) sport designs, 
but was claimed to be highly manoeuvrable and fun to fly.

I know a number of life-long modellers who choose not to 
appreciate the characteristics of 3-channel sport models, 
preferring always to stick to aileron control for their 
general flying. Perhaps they feel such models are a ‘step 
backwards’. Yet I cannot help feeling they are missing out, 
as I find such designs a welcome change from the regular 
‘ fu l l -house ’ con t ro l ,  i f  on ly  to  s t re tch  one ’s 
imagination/broaden one’s horizon a little by providing 
some variety. 

Subsequently, I try to build and fly 3- as well as 4- channel 
models on a regular basis, as the flying skills are a little 
different, yet the models are (to me at least) no less 
attractive in terms of construction and operation.Indeed, 
the relative simplicity of construction without ailerons 
certainly makes for a quicker build, and this was one of the 
driving factors in selecting this design in 2021, my “Year of 
the Glow Build”. 

Having maidened my David Boddington OS70FS 
powered Mannock biplane (which happily performed 
beyond all expectations!), I found myself really enthused 
again about IC power. 

However, the Mannock had taken around two years to 
complete, partly because other things had got in the way 
(Covid…?!) but also because the completion of two sets of 
wings, wire cabane struts/sprung undercarriage etc were 
new building experiences which had taken more time and 
thought on my part.

PRONTO
BUILD LOG

Dave Bobelen

Nick Ward

An attempt at a really fast/simple build therefore 
appealed before getting bogged down in my next larger 
project, a DB 102” span Centurion which was predicted to 
take a few months at least. 

Barry Lennox, ex-MFNZ president and our club 
secretary, built and flew a Pronto in 2020 in a matter of 
days, and had assured me that as well as a very fast build, 
it was a great 3-channel flyer.

With the April school holidays fast approaching, I 
therefore decided to have a go at throwing together one of 
these quirky looking little low-wingers, as I had a 
serviceable OS20fp, spare receiver/battery/servos and 
all the other ‘bits’ already lying around, so it wasn’t going 
to encroach on my stash of materials set aside for the big 
Centurion project.

So here goes the build log…

WEEK LEADING UP TO APRIL 2021 SCHOOL HOLS 
Plans/build article were sourced from the Outerzone 
website, plan number Oz1470;



 
These plans are of low quality resolution, so the 
dimensioned sketches accompanying them are of greater 
use; in some ways these sketches make the task of 
transferring the shapes to balsa simpler, as the wing 
section prints out at 100% size, and the rest can be drawn 
up by myself.

A set of wing parts were cut out and prepared as a ‘kit’ – 
note, the original structure was altered slightly as follows; 

• Dowel LE replaced with lower front 1/8” sheet and ¼” 
LE capping strip. 

• As there are only a few ribs spaced well apart, I 
decided to incorporate a 3/16 turbulator sub-spar 
between the LE and main spar; I was originally going 
to sheet the top from spar to LE, Dave Boddington 
style, but decided on the sub-spar as it was simpler to 
build, probably a bit lighter, and with the covering I was 
going to use (trusty Sig Koverall) overall strength was 
not really an issue.

• TE was ¼” x 1” pre-shaped, not 1 ¼”, as it was what I 
had. I was a little worried about lack of rigidity, but after 
covering this doubt proved to be unfounded.

• 1/16” shear webs used on back of the main spars 
rather than 1/8” set between spars, again for ease of 
construction; these are cut to fit once the wing panels 
are joined

• 2 pairs of 1/16” ply dihedral braces on either side of the 
main spars – the original simply butt glued the two wing 
panels together with epoxy, but I wasn’t comfortable 
with this, as I eventually intend to ‘fly the pants off’ the 
model! Again, these are cut/fitted only once panels 
joined

• 1/16” sheeting on the centre section so that a PVA 
reinforced bandage can be put around the wing join, 
which not only strengthens it, but protects against the 
wear and tear of rubber band mountings/wing seats 
etc, and I have used this method successfully on 
nearly all my scratch-built models.

• Corner gussets - negligable weight penalty, but stiffen 
structure considerably

• PVA white glue used almost everywhere, except for a 
little 5-minute epoxy and household ‘Supa-Glue’ 
(medium cyano).

DAY 1 (Friday 16th April 2021)
 

Left wing panel components pinned and glued over self-drawn plan, 
weighted down flat against kitchen bench top (the flattest surface in our 
household!). Innermost rib set at correct dihedral for 3” under each tip. 
Left to dry overnight.

DAY 2 (Saturday 17th April 2021)

Right hand panel completed as per left, resulting 
in matching pair. Panels shaped and sanded 
where necessary.

Wing panels set at correct 
dihedral and butt-glued at 
centre using PVA, alignment 
carefully checked and panels 
held with weights. Left to cure 
overnight.

DAY 3 (Sunday 18th April 2021)

Slots cut either side of 
spars and 1/16 ply braces  
(4 in total) inserted and 
glued front and back of 
each spar. See photo 
below for finished result.



DAY4 (Monday 19th April 2021)

Tailplane built up from 3/16 balsa to save weight at tail‐end.

Fuselage sides/doublers onto 3” sheet (I used 3/32 sides as I didn't have 
any 1/8). Doublers glued using impact adhesive – great care taken to align 
doublers first time – when contact glue grabs, IT REALLY GRABS!

1/16” Wing shear webs added to first 4 bays each side

1/16” sheeting added to 
centre, along with TE 1/32” 
ply reinforcement top and 
bottom to prevent rubber 
bands cutting into soft balsa.

Fuselage sides prepared 
w i t h  3 / 1 6 ”  l o n g e r o n s , 
uprights and gussets, since 
thinner side material used. 
Very similar construction to 
a David Boddington design. 
Also started cutting out 
formers

DAY 5 (Tuesday 20th April 2021)

Not much done today 
since a busy day in 
the garden. Had to be 

content with a couple of dope coats 
sealing wing frames.  NOTE – 
decided not to use the reinforcement 
bandage on the centre section, 
opting to cut oversize Sig Koverall on 
bottom, this effectively doing the 
same job reinforcing centre joint 
against 'wing-folding'.

DAY6 (Wednesday 21st April 2021) 
 

Engine mount plate made from 3 laminations of 1/16” ply, making it 9-ply.

Right wing panel 
covered with Sig 
K o v e r a l l ,  h e a t 
shrunk then doped 
and weighted flat 
on 10mm dowels 
to allow air to get 
under  pane l  to 
cure dope. 3 dope 
coats used to fill 
w e a v e ,  p a n e l 
checked for warps 
between coats.

Former F4 glued into position 
on one fuselage side, checking 
for squareness.

Remaining formers cut out. Hardwood engine bearers had been cut and 
glued into position with PVA, down thrust included, left to cure for a few 
hours. Engine plate drilled and cut for OS20fp, side thrust included.

F1 and F2 glued in square.
Second fuselage side 
added and weighted after 
checking alignment – left 
overnight to cure.

Second fuselage side 
added and weighted after 
checking alignment – left 
overnight to cure.

DAY 7 (Thursday 
22nd April 2021)

Fuselage sides brought 
together over the plan 
centreline and ends glued, 
remaining spacers etc 
a d d e d  b e f o r e  1 / 1 6 ” 
crossgrain sheeting added 
to rear top and bottom.



DAY 8 (Friday 23rd April 2021)
  

Front fuselage 3/16 shee�ng added.

Left wing panel covered, heat shrunk and doped, 
again checking periodically for warps.

Extra structure added to front end; U/C torque 
plates and pine gussets to screw in brass straps 
later, bearers and engine plate drilled and cut 

Pronto after 8 days 'hard at it'!

U/C made up from 1/8 piano wire, as well as flattened brass 
tube straps. 3” foam wheels are nice and light. 3mm ply 
plate made up with hatch access for tank. U/C checked for 
position of holes etc, then ply plate glued into place.

for engine mounting. Tank and throttle guide 
tube checked for fit.

Front end blocked up with 
thick sheet and 1/16” ply, 
before sanding to fit shape of 
engine and spinner. Spinner 
later removed as it wouldn't fit 
on shaft when thicker 10x4” 
prop used.

Tailplane/elevator completed, tail 

fin built up from 3/16” 

DAY 9 (Saturday 24th April 2021)
  
 

Tail group covered; sheet elevator used heavyweight tissue doped on, tail 

plane used Sig Koverall

 
DAY 10 (Sunday 25th April 2021)
 

 

DAY11 (Monday 26th April 2021)
    

Tail fin triangular reinforcement added a�er covering and doping; to ensure sound 
glue joint, pin holes pricked through covering before adding pieces, forcing PVA 
through covering and into wood beneath. Similar method used for a�aching tail 
surfaces a�er covering – seems to work well, as none of my planes have come apart 
to date.

DAY12 (Tuesday 27th April 2021)
 
 

Fuselage covered with Koverall – really toughens up surface after doping 
and sanding between coats.



DAY13 (Wednesday 28th April 2021)
  
 

Tailplane glued on‐ using method described above. Wings banded on to check for 
squareness etc.

Fin glued on a�er removing 
covering in contact area and 
once again pin holes pricked into 
wood to 'key‐in' PVA glue. Fin 
pinned securely, and braced with 
sc rap  ba lsa ,  check ing  for 
squareness.

So� balsa block head rest cut, 
carved and sanded to shape 
before gluing into posi�on.

 DAY 14 (Thursday 29th April 2021)
 

DAY15 (Friday 30th April 2021)
   

After sealing all wood surfaces 
with dope, and giving fuel bays 
thorough fuel proofing with 
thinned polyurethane yacht 
varnish, two coats acrylic paint 
brushed onto fuselage.

Whole airframe given 
t h o r o u g h  f u e l 
proofing with thinned 
polyurethane yacht 
varnish, then left 
overnight to cure.

Os20fp bolted to plate (M3s), plate bolted to bearers (M4s) – note bolt 

clearance filed into bearers.

Pre-drilled servo rails glued in with 5-minute epoxy and 
servos mounted, along with Rx switch. U/C attached.

Hinge slots cut and hinges pinned into position with toothpick material. 
PVA seals toothpick ends before a dab of polyurethane.
 
DAY16 (Saturday 1st May 2021)
A frantic day of finishing off the Pronto, fitting out 
radio/tank etc so that a maiden flight could take place 
tomorrow, the last day of the school holidays!
 
 
Rudder/Elevator pushrods made up, fi�ed one 'over', one 
'under', crossing over to keep as straight as possible

Metal clevises used when 
available (less chance of 
pin shearing in flight) – 
controls set at neutral to 
start

Tank connected up after 
fitting throttle guide tube 
and gluing with epoxy



Completed radio installation.

Wing sea�ng rubber epoxied into posi�on; rubber surface and ma�ng wing 
seat scored with modelling knife to ensure epoxy has rough surface to key 
into. Using 5‐minute stuff, you have to work fast!

Oddly shaped (ie 'scrap'!) 

Fuel 'plumbing' finished off and 
silencer screwed into position, 
bolts given dab of threadlock.

Throttle arm connected up and travel 
adjusted.

Almost forgot – recycled pilots head given some 'shoulders' and glued 
into cockpit with cyano. Wind shield made from lemonade bottle plastic, 
cut to shape, drilled then 'sewn' using Kevlar thread to soft wire frame. 
Thread soaked with cyano later after gluing assembly into front fuselage.

DAY17- ‘Maiden’ day (Sunday 2nd May 2021)
So here are the specs prior to the Pronto’s first flight;
Span  48”
Chord  8”
Wing area 384 sq.ins.
Weight  2lbs 8.2ozs (dry weight)
Wing loading 15.08ozs/sq.ft 
Motor/Prop OS20fp turning Master Airscrew 10”x4”
Receiver Spektrum AR410 4ch 
Controls Rudder/Elevator/Throttle
Servos  2 off Hitec HS311, 1 off MG90 10gram
Battery  Eneloop 900mAh (AAA) 4.8V NimH
Fuel Capacity 2oz 

Weather conditions were just about perfect for the 
maiden, but there had not been sufficient time to test/set-
up the throttle at home, so the day started with a steady 
ground run to see how long the motor would run on 2oz of 

fuel; managed over 13 minutes at a fast idle, but I 
estimated 6-7 minutes was more realistic with aerobatics 
etc, and this subsequently proved correct.
 
After some teething issues setting the needle valve, the 
first flight was attempted. Pronto took off easily with little 
more than half throttle, and flew slower than expected, 
with a slight pull to the left which was easily trimmed out. 
Rudder and elevator responses were excellent, allowing 
tight manoeuvres for a 3-channel model. Rudder throw 
approx. 7/8” each way and elevator approx. 5/8”.  4 ½ 
minutes in, the motor cut and a deadstick landing made, 
the culprit being dirt caught in the in-line filter and carb, 
perhaps not too surprising as the motor/tank had been sat 
in the shed for some time with all kinds of dust floating 
around. These were washed out with fuel, before the 
second flight which included some basic aerobatics. 

The 10x4 hauled the Pronto easily through large loops, 
and barrel rolls either way were possible, with plenty of 
down elevator when inverted. Stall turns also looked good 
– as Dave Robelen proclaimed, the Pronto is all about 
being a ‘Fun Airplane’, even without ailerons.

The second flight also ended in a deadstick after around 6 
½ minutes, but throttle had been used at fairly high 
settings this time, so running out of fuel was almost 
certainly the cause. Future flights would be looking at 
landing after around 6 minutes with power on, which is 
how the third and final flight of the session ended. 

The 2oz tank was chosen because 4oz would not fit, and I 
could not find a 3oz tank; I may have to make up a larger 
tank in future, as it would be good to have 10+ minutes 
each time I take off.

I would thoroughly recommend a Dave Robelen Pronto to 
anyone who has their basic wings certificate. It is easy to 

1/16” ply makes up tank hatch, 
sealed with polyurethane and 
screwed into posi�on. This photo 
also clearly shows brass straps 
made from fla�ened 3mm tube 
holding in U/C legs. This is my 
favourite way of a�aching wire 
landing gear.

build and fly, very 
manoeuvrable for 
simple aerobatics 
and generally great 
fun.

Overall verdict – a 
great little plane, 
well worth the effort 
to build and fly in 
just over two weeks. 
Result – one very 
happy chappie!
 



The history
I have always wanted to build a Bleriot. Not only do 
they look great in the air, but they also bear witness to 
an important part of early aviation. The famous 
crossing of the English Channel in 1909 is, of course, 
well known, but I wanted to build the two seater 
version, the Bleriot XI-2, which was the first military 
aircraft to be flown in New Zealand in January, 1914.

Mick Reeves does a short kit for a 1/3 scale model with 
laser-cut ribs, plans, photos and metal brackets - all a 
distinct advantage in constructing a model of this sort. 

However, I needed to make some adjustments/redesign 
from his plans and work on some challenges provided by 
the Type XI-2. The 2 seater Bleriot was one bay longer in 
the fuselage than the 1909 version to accommodate the 
70 hp Gnome engine (compared with the 25 hp Anzani in 
1909), it had a longer wingspan by over 1m, a one piece 
elevator replaced the pivoting elevators at the tips of the 
tailplane, the dual tripod guyposts for the bracing wires 
gave way to a single upper-and-lower pyramid supports, 
and the wing-warping operated as a cog and pulley 
system. The pilot of the XI-2 sat in front with the passenger 
behind.

The Bleriot XI-2 was quite a popular airplane. In March 
1913 a total of fifty machines were either in service or on 
order by the French army. An additional thirty aircraft had 
been ordered by foreign armies and fifteen had been 
delivered to civilian aviators. While in the UK, the New 
Zealand Prime Minister, Joseph Ward, was taken for a 
flight in a Bleriot XI-2. The Imperial Air Fleet Committee 
then offered the machine to the NZ Government in order 
to encourage aviation in NZ. It was shipped out and 
arrived in Auckland on 29 September, 1913, but without its 
propeller, so it was not until January 1914 that the first test 
flights took place. The aircraft was named, Britannia. The 

The First Military
aircraft in NZ
The First Military
aircraft in NZ Peter 

Hewson
Peter 
Hewson

Top to bottom:
Peter’s Bleriot rigged

pilot engaged by the Government was Joe Hammond, a 
New Zealander who had been an instructor with the RFC.

After several test flights from the Epsom Showgrounds, 
he was ready to take up his first passenger. Rather than 
select one of the many dignitaries present, he took aloft 
an actress, Miss Esme McLennan, an Australian actress 
with a touring pantomime Company. Hammond was 
sacked for his lapse in protocol, and the aircraft was put 

Joe Hammond with the Britannia, 
Auckland, January, 1914

Bleriot XI-2 3-view of the Britannia from NZPAF & RNZAF Aircraft Colour 
Schemes Vol.1, 1982, by Warren Russell.

The Bleriot replica, RNZAF Museum, Wigram, Christchurch



into storage in Wellington. The New Zealand Government 
returned the Bleriot to the UK where it served as a WW1 
trainer at Brooklands. A fairly ignominious beginning to 
military aviation in this country.

The build

Bleriot before maiden flight, without passenger.

The Bleriot consists of a wire-trussed box girder fuselage 
composed of four ash longerons united by 35 ash struts. 
The whole structure is held together by a series of U-bolts. 
This is the first aircraft fuselage I have built where I did not 
have to use glue! The fuselage is trussed by diagonal 
wires at every bay. Over 60 turnbuckles! One advantage I 
had with the XI-2 was to have a metal cowl and turtle deck 
(originally designed to prevent the pilot from being 
splashed by excess oil). This meant that I could include in 
my build a number of formers to add strength and integrity, 
whereas the 1909 version had an open fuselage right up 
to the nose. I obtained ash wood from a local sawmill and 
they kindly stripped it to width. A lot of work in hand-carving 
each upright and slotting them for the U-bolts.

I had access to the full size replica of the Britannia at the 
RNZAF museum at Wigram, but the more I looked at it the 
more inaccuracies I found. I have several black and white 
photos of the original, but I had to rely a lot on various 
publications, the best of which is Bleriot – The story of a 
classic aircraft, Tom D. Crouch, National Air and Space 
Museum, 1982. There are also examples of full size 
replicas overseas and online, and an excellent build 
thread of the 1909 version on RCScalebuilder.com by 
Don Coe in the UK.

The wings are designed to be flexible for wing warping 
with narrow, light ribs and 5 spars. The trailing edge has a 
wire running along its rear and the undercamber, which 
was a feature of early, first-generation aircraft, required 
stitching to hold the Sig Koverall in place. The fabric was 
doped, painted and covered with polyurethane. The wing 
is located by a short dowel at the end of the front spar 
which slots into a tube and a rear lug which slots into a box. 
The landing and flying wires are therefore essential for 
flight and some time was taken on initial rigging to get 
these right and then kept tight by means of turnbuckles.

Apart from redesigning the tailplane from the Reeves 
plans to create a reflex curve profile and include a full-
width elevator, the other feature which required a little 
thought was the wing warping system. Rather than having 
a pivoting horn on the bottom guypost to pull the trailing 
edge wings, the XI-2 had a cog and pulley system. I am 

Top to bottom:
The upright struts and cross members for the fuselage are carved and 
shaped by hand

The longerons are soaked over several days, steamed and clamped to a 
tailpost to meet the shape of the rear fuselage

Each upright and cross piece is secured by U-bolts. No need for glue.

Snug fit for Saito FG-60 R3

The cog and pulley system designed and built by Richard Tier



T h e  p i l o t  c a n  b e 
removed to locate the 
wing bolts

The rear passenger, 
E s m e ,  l o o k i n g 
s u i t a b l y  a n x i o u s 
before her first flight!

The fabr ic  on the 
sides of the fuselage 
is attached by dress-

indebted to my friend and large model inspector, Richard 
Tier, who designed and engineered the system for me, 
after I had obtained some 1/3 scale chain used for 
robotics from Servo City in the USA. He used a high 
torque servo to which he attached tubes and cogs and we 
used turnbuckles to create tension on the chain (see 
diagram and photo).

I had debated over which engine to use – the Saito FG60 
or the Laser 360? The Laser has a displacement 29.35cc 
(x2) and weighs 1.89kg, whereas the Saito is a 3 cylinder 
with a total displacement of 60.32 cc and weighing 
2.09kg. Fairly similar there. Both would have enough 
power and swing big props. I had loved the sound of a 3 
cylinder Saito I had heard on a local Helcat and when I 
heard that Neil Schrader from Wellington had bought a 
Saito FS60, the question was answered. The Saito uses a 
16:1 fuel mix to run in and it took about 5 litres on the test 
stand before all cylinders were firing properly. 
Unfortunately, I had not left enough room in the fuselage 
for the rear collector ring, so Richard made three separate 
pipes which exhaust directly downwards. Thanks 
Richard. I used a 23 x 8 wooden prop on the test stand 
and have now replaced this with a Scimitar, 24 x 6 vintage 
prop from Xoar.

The maiden flight was conducted in turbulent conditions, 
which was not ideal. When we began rigging the model 
early in the morning it was calm! My son, Alex, did the 
honours, but only managed one circuit. When I asked how 
it handled he said he couldn’t tell as he was fighting it the 
whole way. I will add 30% expo. to the elevator and try the 
second flight in better conditions.
Test flight here:       .................................................... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyqqsDjGmqw
Peter Hewson

My Bleriot XI-2
Scale:    1/3
WS:    3.150m
Length:   2.70m
Height:   0.90m
Weight:   14.2kg
Wing incidence:  7.5 degrees
Tailplane incidence:  4.0 degrees
Engine:   Saito FG-60 R3
Prop:   Xoar 24 x 6 vintage
Fuel tank:  Du-Bro S-32 (950cc)
Radio:
Tx:   Futaba T14-SG
Rx:   Futaba R617 FS
Servos:   HS 7954 SH, HS 5645 MG
Batteries:  Turnigy 4200mAh Ni-MH  5s (x 3)

Top to bottom:
Wing warping is 
achieved through 
the servo-driven 
cog and pulley 

Right:
The starboard wing being 
assembled which shows 
the light ribs and 5 spars 
w h i c h  k e e p  t h e  w i n g 
flexible enough for warping

system on the lower 
guypost

The wing warping servo 
located below the pilot’s 
seat

makers’ domes, which allow it to be removed to access the gear in the 
fuselage

The tailplane showing the two metal bars which allow 
the tailplane incidence to be altered if necessary

Above right:



For something to do during lock down, on the back of a 
couple of bits of wall paper I designed a topdressing plane. 
It is not a scale model of any particular type, probably 
closer to an Air Tractor than any thing else. I was going to 
call it 'Croz Dresser' but got a few funny looks from some 
club members. 

The hopper is in two parts. The major part in the fuse and 
the other through the centre section of the wing, so getting 
a good seal has been a bit tricky. It probably would have 
been easier to build a high wing Beaver or Cessna180 or 
make the hopper floating in one piece. 

The wing is one piece, webbed front and rear spars with 
ailerons and flaps attached to the rear spar. All structural 
ribs are from foam board, balsa capped and the leading 
edge back to the front spar is also balsa capped. 

The tail feathers are hollow balsa sheet sandwiched with 
spruce spars. 

The fuselage is balsa sheet with spruce and balsa 
stringers and ply frames and fire wall. The under cart is 
spring steel wire fared and the hopper is medium to hard 
balsa doped and painted. 

Standard servos all round and the covering from Pilot Pete 
is just the standard shrink film and I also fitted fixed slats to 
the wing leading edge. 

Engine is a Saito 56 with more than enough power for the 
job. Span is 1.7mtrs and empty weight is 3 kg. 

First day at Kapiti clubs strip at QE2 Park with up trim as it 
was only meant to be just a bit of ground handling. Yea' 
right!  Next thing I know is I'm airborne and committed 
calling for down trim. I just did a few circuits, landed and 
went home for a lie down. I have had several flight since 
then and 3 or 4 goes with a hopper load, which holds a 
good half litre of fertilizer and found the spread ok. I have 
had to improve the seal between fuse and wing and also 
the hopper box door. I have done a weight load of 800g of 

Croz

nuts and bolts in the hopper and found no noticeable 
changes in flight. The engine is quite Torque'y and found I 
needed to hold the tail down on the first half of the take off 
run to prevent swinging. The model is forgiving in slow 
flight, Stall turns and loops are okay but is untidy in the 
roll. That's what you get when you design something 
yourself, which I've been known to do most of my life. 

Ian 
Crosland



(A REQUEST FOR SAFER FLYING)
things

STOP
hitting 

It’s been another year of some disturbingly lax 
safety procedures that have resulted in incidents 
around the country. It has been brought to the 
Council’s attention that some folks think it’s okay 
to simply fly out the back of their vehicles and / or 
over the pits area. This directly contravenes the 
MFNZ rules and needs to stop.

The operational separation between man and machine is 
clearly defined in the MFNZ Members Manual. This is 
avai lable for download on the MFNZ website 
https://www.modelflyingnz.org/docs/general/MFNZ_Me
mbers_Manual_2018_Rev_0.pdf

Of particular note is Section 6 Safety.
No-Flying Areas
The area overflown by models must be free of 
pedestrians, cyclists, occupied vehicles, car parks, and 
buildings occupied by people.

The following is the minimum template for flying areas.  
Variations to these distances are allowed in local club 
rules, so check your local rules to ensure that you comply 
with the minimum separation.
 
The upshot is:
Pilots must have a separation distance of 20 m behind 
themselves from the pits area, this includes any areas with 
vehicles parked and buildings. They must also maintain 5 
m separation between themselves and the aircraft that 
they are flying.

Now for the Insurance part of the equation. MFNZ has 
access to a comprehensive insurance policy that provides 
indemnity for injury or property damage.  As noted on the 
MFNZ website

It is the responsibility of "Clubs" to ensure that its members 
undertake flying activities within the rules and safety 
requirements of the Association and the Civil Aviation 
Authority. The Insurance Cover does not extend to 
members who fly outside these requirements.

If you have an incident and make an insurance claim you 
will need to provide a comprehensive accident report. 
MFNZ Council will then consider the insurance claim and 
may reject it if the pilot has been operating in an unsafe 
manner. To my knowledge this has happened once in the 
last five years.

things
If you think “this won’t happen to me” these pictures 
demonstrate the outcomes of three separate incidents. In 
every case the aircraft was piloted by skilled, seasoned 
pilots, with circumstances building up to the point that 
control was lost of the model, resulting in a crash.

I’m also aware 
of two other 
inc idents  in 
the last couple 
o f  m o n t h s . 
One, where a 
p i l o t  l o s t 
control of an 
aircraft in the 
pits and flew 
into another 
MFNZ member, causing a minor 
facial injury.  In another incident, a 
chap with a foam plane got out of 

control and flew into the back of a pilot operating in the 
pilot box, causing the pilot to crash with complete loss of 
the aircraft.

We all need to be better at this.
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A colleague once said to me that “ learning by 
experience is the most inefficient way to learn 
things”. I have reflected on this and come to realise 
how profound that statement is. A structured course 
and/or other people relating their errors, and how they 
prevented repeating them, can save you countless 
hours of costly errors or injuries.

Last week I went to start up my 1/3 scale Piper Cub 
towplane to check it ran ok before the aerotow meeting at 
Matamata. I staked it down well with a strap around the tail 
as usual, and because it was on a bit of a slope on the 
lawn, pulled it forward as far as it could go and then put my 
transmitter well out to the side outside the propellor arc but 
just within a step to the side to reach. Those who’ve seen 
me will know I’m pretty methodical about this and tuck in 
any loose items like the transmitter strap. I also wear a 
leather glove on my right hand that is swinging the 
propellor.

It started alright but revved up a bit more than I expected 
so I leaned sideways and reached out to throttle back on 
the transmitter. Buzzing noise and hand whipped away 
from the danger by instinctive reaction but too late! It was 
like receiving a moderate whack with a hammer on my 
little finger and ring finger. So far as I can tell the propellor 
only hit my hand three or four times- only a fraction of a 
second as it was turning at about 40 times a second.

Why did it occur and therefore what will I change and you 
can learn?

This method has kept me safe until now and there was 
quite a few seconds of disbelief but the blood and the state 
of my fingers dispelled that quickly into action to stop them 
bleeding.

It occurred because the extra thrust pulled the aircraft 
forward a bit further than I’d measured against the strap. 
Just enough so my line to the transmitter was now through 
the outer edge of the prop arc. I had created a situation 
where injury was almost inevitable. I will now put the 
transmitter back about half a meter and out to the side so I 
have to turn away forward of the propellor to reach the 
transmitter. I have also painted the propellor tips a 
contrasting bright colour to maybe give me a visual cue of 
where the  propellor arc is.

I got impressive and prompt service from our health 
system at our medical centre then Middlemore hospital. 
As I write this 6 days after the event I’m only taking a 
couple of painkillers before bed, otherwise none, and 
there is a pin in the last bit of my little finger for eight weeks 
to give the tendon the best chance of reattaching and 
mending. I hope the photos get your attention and if this 
article stops several people getting chopped like me I’ll be 
happy.        

(rather than the way I just did!)(rather than the way I just did!)(rather than the way I just did!)



F5JF5J South Island 
Open
South Island 
Open

Timaru 3rd-5th December 2021Timaru 3rd-5th December 2021

Ian HarveyIan Harvey

It was with some nostalgia that several local Can-
terbury fliers returned to the Cartwright Farm 
flying site just outside Timaru. North Island fliers 
found the site most suitable for our activities and 
Timaru very readily accessible through a direct 
flight from Wellington. The site was just outside 
the 4km boundary of the Levels Aerodrome so 
there was some restrictions on our area of flying, 
but with little effect on the overall competition.   

Friday was practice / fun competition afternoon, 
with a 5min flying task to be undertaken from as 
low a launch height as possible. This may sound 
easy, but was not readily achievable for many 
with less experience or highly efficient models. 
Kevin Botherway readily won out on the day with 
many very low launched.

Saturday’s weather was fine and warm with a N-
NE wind and variable lift coming through. Some 
low level launches were punished with land-out, 
which, if happened more than once, really 
effected the final placing. Rain from the north 
delayed flying on the Sunday morning, but sev-
eral rounds were completed before the forecast 
southerly and rain set in at 2pm. Congratulations 
to CMAC’s David Griffin who took out first place.  

Top to bottom
Friday pre-comp winners—Dave, Kevin and Peter W.
Open place-getters:  Len (3rd) Dave and Peter W.  

 As it says



Above:
Mass glider launch in a round at the well 
presented and mown Cartwright farm 
site, Timaru.

Left:
Gary Morgan with his latest OD itertion-
Morgan 11.

Left below:
Len Drabble on the swivel-chair times 
and calls for Peter Williams. They may 
have been using the back-ground 
smoke as a thermal and wind-direction 
indicator.

Below:
Saturday / Sunday competitors:  Left to 
right:  Gavin, Anton, Ian, Peter F., Peter 
W., Ken, Richard, Gary, Peter G., Bruce, 
Kevin, David and John.

1 David Griffin  9791.95
2 Peter Williams  9776.67
3 Len Drabble  9604.51
4 Kevin Botherway 9498.46
5 Peter Glassey  9491.60
6 Peter France  9396.17
7 John Shaw  8921.97
8 Gavin Rhodes  8719.77
9 Bruce Clarke  8398.51
10 Richard Thompson 8251.45
11 Gary Morgan  8093.77
12 Anton Nikoloff  7966.82
13 Ian Harvey  6725.93
14 Ken McMillan  4389.67



Back in 2009 Horizon Hobbies introduced the Park Zone 
Radian to instant acclaim. Since then it has sold all around 
the world in its thousands. 2015 saw an upgrade with new 
tooling and minor improvement then rerelease under the E-
Flite brand. It was still the same Radian we know and love 
thouigh. Easy to fly, simple, cheap and a fine thermal 
soarer, particularly in light conditions, making it ideal for 
beginner and expert alike. As with many countries, NZ has 
introduced a one make soaring class called Radian Class P 
for Rudder / Elevator Radians using an ALES switch to 
assure the same starting altitude. 

The Radian class entries are always the biggest at contests 
like the Nats and regularly top 30 in NDC rounds. With the 
end of NDC in November the Soaring SIG decided to do a 
special Radian decentralised or “Postal” event in 
December as a one off. As you can see, lots of folks had a 
go at it from the Far North down to Christchurch but 
southern lads did best. Radian events are always 
conditions dependant. Not too much breeze and a little bit 
of lift are necessary to make the 7 minute target. 
Christchurch MAC had beautiful weather at the Willows 
site for their attempts. It was great to see a cloud Radians 
sharing thermals in perfect conditions. Looking at the 
results I suspect not everyone was so fortunate but that is 
the way decentralised contests go.
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Carterton 
2nd Jan - 7th Jan 20222022 NATIONALS

REPORTS
After extensive discussions the MFNZ council decided to 
continue with the 2022 Nationals under “Alert Level 
Orange” and looking back on it now… sitting in our 
Omicron triggered Red level, we were very lucky to fit it 
into Covids calendar!
 
Last head count was just north of 100 members 
attending, which was very healthy considering it was 
being held in a pandemic! Huge thankyou to those who 
attended, competed, and administered the event (and the 
landowners who let us invade for the week!)
 
I spent much of the week traveling around visiting various 
disciplines and competitions. It seemed like wherever I 
was around Carterton, I could see and hear model aircraft 
flying in the distance, which was awesome. Increasing 
the visibility of the hobby to the general public does 
wonders.
 
Weather for the week was stunning, I think I came home 
about three shades browner! One day of rain helped cool 
the temperatures some and keep some of the dust 
down… we can’t really complain!
 
One of the best aspects of the hobby and sport is the 
social aspect of it, is also hugely undervalued and spoken 
about. Seeing likeminded people, friends, mates and 
family enjoying model aircraft at the scale of the MFNZ 
Nationals is awesome. May the amount of laughter and 
fun events like Aggy inspire continue long into the future, 
watching a crowd of people launching models into the 
sunset, some more successfully than others, is certainly 
spectacular (and entertaining!)
 

https://www.modelflyingnz.org/Admin/Event_Results_Detail.php
Results
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Top to bottom:
Radian preparation
Helicopter SIG fun fly
Ryan Groves Ultimate



After a week of model aircraft, sun, rain, friends, takeaway 
food and warm beer it sadly all had to come to an end so 
everyone could go back to the real world (where you 
apparently can't get up every morning and go for a fly!). 
Handing out trophies, certificates and awards on the last 
evening (I don’t think I’ve ever shaken so many hands!) I 
was very happy to see the number of junior members 
competing and doing very well!
 
Looking forward - Bring on MFNZ Nationals 2023! I was 
certainly inspired to compete in a few more events (F4E 
and F5K are calling….). If you haven’t attended the 
Nationals, I 100% recommend it, no matter what discipline 
of model aircraft you are into, I guarantee you’ll enjoy it. 
 
Fingers crossed that in a years’ time Covid 19 will be a 
thing of the past.
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Top to bottom:
Peanut class
John Danks, Bogan & PeeWee - Pylon
Rowdy indoor HGL
Mass Radian launch

SOARING ROCKSSOARING ROCKS

Chris Jackson
President MFNZ



The 74th Nationals are over for another year.  A huge 
thank you to everyone who helped make the event 
happen, especially to the Nationals team ~ Kevin 
Botherway, Frazer Briggs, Phil Etheridge and the many 
others for all the work behind the scenes and to everyone 
who participated under the COVID-19 restrictions. 

A mammoth effort by many pylon pilots was put into the 
field preparation for the mowing of the take-off area and 
marking out the 100m landing circle.  

A whopping “THANK YOU” to John Danks for his 
immense contribution on his ride-on mower. 
  
Pylon was a great event again.  Five rounds of all classes 
~ Q500 Sport, F3R, F3T & F3D were flown in very hot and 
near perfect weather, with only a light crosswind. The entry 
numbers were surprisingly good considering the 
uncertainty that COVID-19 Delta had put on travel plans. 

For some pilots, it was their first Nationals experience 
flying pylon and it was fantastic to have two Junior 
participants, 

PYLON Noeline Craighead

Tawhai Webby and Ruben Woods. 
        

There was some interesting and at times, exciting racing 
with the occasional wayward planes, unexpected 
landings and cross-country ‘excursions’. Once again, the 
highlight and most exciting race was the F3D finale, with 
some very close and exciting racing between Ross 
Craighead, John Danks and Frazer Briggs.
 
The efforts of many helpers allowed for enjoyable and fun 
racing in all classes.

“Thank You” to everyone who helped ‘man’ the course, 
especially those who came to ‘Just’ help ~ we appreciate 
your assistance and are grateful for your support. 

 A big Thank you to Antony Wright for his perpetual media 
reports and pics. 

And a special Thank 
y o u  t o  t w o  v e r y 
significant ladies ~ 
Shelley-Anne Knox 
(left) & June Mercer 
( b e l o w  l e f t ) w h o 
willingly and ardently 
operated the timing 
system for the event.
R o s s  w a s  m o s t 
appreciative.
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Prize-giving :
Some ‘fun’ trophies were presented before Prize-giving 
with Pizza and Frazer’s brew and the AGM were held.

‘Fun’ trophies were awarded to :
Shelley-Anne Knox and June Mercer for their Dedication 
to Timing

A n t o n y  W r i g h t 
(r ight)for the Most 
Spectacular Landing   

Gary Mercer (below 
right) for the ‘Where is 
It ~ I can’t see it’

John Danks (below) for 
the Most Dedicated 
Contractor

Noeline Craighead for the 
Widest Side-line Cut and Ross 

Craighead was awarded the FFS trophy for 2022 .
 
After much laughter, entertaining jibing, and lots of cheering, the 
‘Winners & Grinners’ Nationals trophies and placing certificates were 
presented.

The AGM was a relatively quiet meeting after the amusement of Prize-
giving. 

Congratulations to all the contestants and Thank you to Everyone for 
making the 74th “COVID-19” Nationals Pylon a success.

Here’s to 2022 !

Placings :     
 Q500 Sport        F3R   F3T  F3D
1st Peter Williams  Ross Craighead  Frazer Briggs Ross Craighead
2nd Antony Wright John Danks    Les King John Danks
3rd Gary Mercer Gary Mercer    John Danks Frazer Briggs
                    

Winners from top to bottom:
F3R & F3D Team Craighead
F3T Frazer Briggs
Pylon Champ John Danks 
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SOARING Jane & Andrew Hiscock

What better way to start 2022 than go out for a fly 
with a few mates?  

Masked, vax license in hand, one headed to HQ to be 
verified, scanned in, and issued a fluorescent wrist band 
which allowed us to enjoy all the fun of the park. Held at 
Carterton A & P show grounds, the 74th Nationals yet 
again provided the perfect balance of opportunities to fly, 
talking it up, and socializing beyond your normal bedtime.     

The soaring family quickly established their territory 
around Peewee’s tent, Helen’s Christmas cake, and the 
BBQ.  

All soaring events were conducted in the paddock across 
the railway ensuring that nobody got lost or was late for 
what were some seriously long days. The weather was 
scorching, so it was hydrate or die. On the days of winch 
launch the wind was kind so there was no shifting of 
winches about the field.  
 

One day of erratic rain and wind provided the only down 
time allowing a spontaneous visit to Clareville bakery. 

F5K is starting to gain momentum it is currently squeezed 
in between rounds of F3K making for long days of real 
work and high concentration. Soaring isn’t for the faint 
hearted.  

Impressive on and off the field were the Williams’ inflatable 
shade gazebo, Tony’s new motorized all terrain, piece of 
farm equipment (chair), and the noted increase of camper 
vans as we age, Barry, Warren, Andrew S and Andrew H.  
Like every event where man and machine come together 
there was some carnage, but I don’t want to talk about it 
right now.  We welcomed Barry and Patricia from Napier to 
their first Nationals but missed the Warner boys 
(Whakatane), Joe (Hawkes Bay), Len (Wellington), John 
(Timaru), Ian (Christchurch), and Dave (Palmerston 
North).  If I did not include your name here and you did not 
attend, I really missed you!

Fashion in the field was again of the highest standard with 
the Soaring SIG winning the Photo Competition: To 
capture the most high-viz event shirts in a single photo. A 
more handsome bunch you would be hard pressed to 
find. Given that Nats is an inclusive event the ladies did 
not miss out with opportunities to do yoga stretching in the 
morning, take a walk up to Holdsworth look out, a round of 
golf, op shopping, cafeing, a bike ride to Stonehenge, 
obligatory quiet time, time in the office to meet and greet, 
and endless opportunities to the cater for needs of our 
pilot heroes.

During the week, the administrative matter of AGM and 
BBQ were held where more was passed than the tomato 
sauce.  A fabulous meal was presented by the groupies 
and perfectly cooked by Richard. Peewee was 
unanimously elected to the newly created position of 
Branch manager and Allan Knox suggested the brilliant 
idea of electrifying all older geezers thus bringing them 
into this current age…Oh, sorry, I meant older 
GLIDERS…

 
Branch Manager

Prize giving was busy with a few people up and down for 
various trophies, here are a few of the achievers.
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Peter France receiving 2nd place trophy for F5J

 
Pete Glassey was up a few times we will call this photo 1st place Ales 200.

 

Kevin again and Soaring Champion

A notable mention for F3B was Richard Thompson who took 
first place.

Steve Warner burgled indoor hand launch

Exercise makes you happy

Sneaky F3B practice?

Soaring’s world domination plans continue with 
sorties into Pylon racing, Aggy, Hanger rat, Indoor 
hand launch and Mass radian with some very 
impressive results.
 
It’s funny that in Soaring competitions the results 
show whoever runs the computer seems to win the 
competition. That aside - Kevin, you deserve the 
wins!  

A heartfelt thanks to our Kevin and the team for all the effort put 
into making this another fantastic fun family event. Best 
summer camp ever!  
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intageV
SIG

Carterton provides a great venue based at the Clareville 
camping & showgrounds and the outfields at RC1 
Aerobatics and Pylon, RC2 Vintage and RC3 Free Flight 
etc and the Soaring field are second to none thanks to the 
generosity of the local farmers and the hard work of the 
CD’s and helpers. With the great weather the 
competitions ran smoothly and on time. With four and a 
half days ofaverage to excellent flying weather the 
Vintage competition ran smoothly under the caring hand 
of CD Don Mossop and all pitched in to make the event run 
smoothly and enjoyable. Due to the Covid interference, 
numbers were down to twelve competitors from the usual 
twenty plus, however the competitive spirit remained and 
the overall National results can be viewed on the MFNZ 
website at MFNZ Nationals 2022 Event Results 
(modelflyingnz.org)   

Congratulations to Allan Knox who was Vintage 
Champion 1st ahead of Barrie Russell 2nd & Don Mossop 
3rd.

Don Mossop our Vintage SIG Chairman and Vintage CD 
for the Nats filed this report;

Nationals 2022 RC Vintage report
The 2022 Nats were well-organised, and despite fears of 
COVID, at all times folk felt safe and enjoyed the 
wonderful weather and companionship. Overall numbers 
of competitors were a little down this Nats., no doubt 
influenced by concerns about safety. Registration kicked 

Below shows a fine bunch of competing Vintagers;     L to R;   Terry 
Beaumont, Don Mossop (Vintage CD), Bruce McKay, Peter Townshend, 
Barrie Russell, Grant Fulton, Stu Hubbard, Brian Treloar, Allan Knox, 
Richard Fallas. Plus Ian Munroe and Martin Evans.

Allan Knox always a strong competitor with from top: Cumulus, left - 5 ft 
Gas & Pulteri at above right.

off on Sunday 2nd Jan with magnificent burgers provided 
by Mike Briggs and helpers.

The weather on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday was 
fine and hot with variable NE breezes and somewhat 
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patchy periods of lift. On Thursday, a southerly front came 
through with fairly heavy rain after lunch causing several 
planes to fall from the skies and some flights to be 
deferred until the next morning.

Day 1 was all about Precision (Vintage and Classical) and 
Vintage IC Duration.  A great turnout for Vintage Precision 
as usual including a few newcomers. In Vintage Precision, 
only two flyers achieved maxes to advance to the fly-off 
(Allan Knox 1st, Don Mossop 2nd). Somewhat 
surprisingly, in Classical Precision, after three rounds 
scores were tied (Barrie Russell and Don Mossop). Barrie 

Above Left to Right: 
Top:
Brian Treloar with Red Zephyr, Brian’s Lanzo 
Airborne which sadly went AWOL into low cloud, 
Bruce McKay.   
Middle: 
Stu Hubbard, Martin Evans with Miss-something, 
Don Mossop & Lanzo Bomber. 
Bottom:  
Terry Beaumont with RC1, Grant Fulton with Night 
train, Pete Townshend with PlayBoy.

nailed the fly-off. Vintage IC Duration was taken out by 
Allan Knox. 

The AGM was held concurrently with a BBQ (using Mike 
Briggs leftovers) and refreshments at the end of Day 1 
rather than at the end of the competitions. This seemed to 
attract a larger than usual number of attendees and may 
be a sensible format to adopt in future.

Tuesday 4th Jan was breezier and lift was a little harder to 
find. Only Barrie Russell was able to score three maxes in 
Vintage E Duration. 
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Conditions on Wednesday were very similar

Thursday 6th was a tale of two halves. An overcast day 
and a gentle southerly in the morning leading up to a 
squall coming through at midday forcing many from the 
sky. The rain held on for several hours before play was 
abandoned with a few flights re-scheduled for Friday. 
Unfortunately, Bryan Treloar’s large Lanzo ‘Airborne’ was 
lost from view during Vintage Open Texaco in the 
morning. This was discovered sometime later by a farmer 
some distance away and Bryan’s beloved Airborne will fly 
again.

Vintage RC Prize-giving on Friday afternoon was a rather 
lonely affair with just a couple of “survivors” present. Allan 
Knox flew consistently well all week and deservedly won 
the overall Vintage Champion plaque later at the main 
Prize-giving event.  Well done, Allan!

There is an intention to keep the Nationals at Carterton for 
the foreseeable future – largely because of its central 
location, and, that it is able to accommodate the needs of 
Free flight and Control Line more conveniently than other 
venues.  So, get yourselves organised for the Nationals 
next year – consider car-pooling, hiring vehicles, and 
sharing accommodation. 

Top left to right:
Nats HQ, Grant, Barrie and Don Mossop Vintage CD.          
Barrie Russell with Super Slicker OS 61 FS Powered.
Below left  to right:
Pete T with his Civvy Boy, 
The rear end of Pete’s E Rubber model “Rocket” showing his all carbon sq/tube construction for a very rigid and light aircraft.

The 2022 NDC season is under way and we would 
encourage all Vintagers to participate where and when 
possible, with the full calendar being available on the 
MFNZ website NDC CALENDAR HERE

For the ensuing year, it has been decided that the MFW 
Vintage Scribe duties will be shared between Barrie, 
Wayne, Bernard and Allan which should lighten the load 
and give a different perspective each issue. This being my 
last effort, my thanks to those who have contributed over 
the past two years, I hope you’ve enjoyed the read as I 
have bringing the Vintage News to the membership.

Barrie Russell.  MFHB  February 2022.
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2022 RC Scale Nationals:
Given the short notice that the Nationals would go ahead, 
we had a reasonable turnout with 16 entries across the 
three classes. To start off proceedings, Andrew Palmer 
gave a pilots demonstration flight. He only flew the 
compulsory manoeuvres to demonstrate where the 
manoeuvres started and finished and where to call the 
start and finish of each manoeuvre. Andrew presents his 
P47 very well for the judges and is very precise in his 
placement of the manoeuvre’s for the judges. From my 
own personal view, we should try to have this presentation 
flight more regularly as it has given me some pause for 
thought regarding the throttle management we should be 
striving for when flying our schedule.

Novice: 
This was fought out by 4 of the 5 registered competitors 
(one not able to attend). Robert Berger flew his electric 
DH turbo Beaver to first place with good consistent flights 
that reflected that he had thought about the speed a 
Beaver flies at and that this lower speed allowed him to 
take his time through the manoeuvres and the turn 
arounds to allow him to place his model where the judges 
could score him well. Rueben Woods flew into second 
place after having to rebuild the prop drive the night 
between the rounds. Les King took 3rd from Malcolm 
Court who entertained the Judges with some inventive 
flying for an L4. Good to see all of them coming and 
making the effort.

Intermediate:
As always this is the biggest class, Andrew Palmer is most 
definitely the benchmark, and it will take some flying to 
knock him of the top position for sure. Those who have 
seen Andrew fly will recognise the accuracy and the speed 
control he exerts over his P47. It is a standard that we 
should all try to emulate /reach. Dave Neilson flew at the 
Scale Nats for the first time and secured second place with 
his ESM Stuka – this has had a makeover and it flies and 
presents well. Third was a close-run thing with Ryan 
Groves and his P51 Mustang getting the better of Anton 
Nikoloff by a few points flying a Pawnee. Anthony Wright 
and David Thornley were a little off the pace but seemed to 
enjoy the experience. 

F4H:
Sadly, this is a very small field. There seems to be little 
appetite for competing within this class, however the three 
of us made the best of the conditions. I managed the win 
with my recovered and redocumented Hangarone kits 
Miles Magister, Anton Nikoloff came in second with his 
lovely flying Fairchild Ranger and Mike Briggs pushing us 
all with his Fairchild PT19 – also a nice flying model.

SIG
RC SCALE

Novice Scale Champ: Robert Berger

Intermediate Scale Champ: Andrew & Suetonia

F4H Scale Champ: Gwyn Avenell & Ross Craighead

Thanks to all who came and competed, the Judges and 
helpers/callers that made the competition function and 
particularly to Christina Avenell for running the scoring 
system and cracking the whip when needed.

An Explanation of F4H:
F4H has been on the FIA F4 rules set for some years.  
Both F4C and F4H run the same flying programme – 
there is no difference in the flying manoeuvres or the way 
they are scored.
F4H has a two-fold reason for being there
It is a simplified class that is meant to be a feeder class 
into the F4C premier class by introducing the competitor 
to competition without the requirement for excessive and 
intricate documentation that F4C requires. 
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World championships are expensive events to hold, and 
this class allows the organisers to have a secondary 
income stream.

The first reason is the most important however. We 
adopted this class as our primary class as there where 
very few people willing to build and fly in the F4C class, the 
last few being the late Brian Borland, myself and Neil 
Schrader. To us it was clear that we needed to adopt this 
class.

The rules for F4H are reasonably straight forward - you do 
not have to be the Builder of the Model or even build the 
model.

The differentiation between the F4C and the F4H is the 
static component of the event. In F4C, the competition is 
evenly weighted with the flying score and the static score 
having an equal value.With F4H, the Static score is only 
worth 50% of the flying score.

The requirements for your F4H static documentation are 
as follows:

You need a minimum of a 3 view for your model (4 and 5 
views are acceptable) and these must be at least 250 mm 
in wingspan so the judges have a reasonable drawing to 
work with. 

The static judges look at a number of things to do with 
colour and markings – the requirements for colour chip are 
minimised and good photos of the full sized aircraft are all 
important. In order to minimise the documentation, there 

are only 5 photos allowed so it is important that they show 
the markings and colour scheme to the Judges.

As noted above, there is no builder of the model rule, but 
there is a declaration required to bring to the Judges 
attention the items you have or the changes you have 
made to your model. There is a sliding scale of 
importance to these modifications and the Judges will 
award marks based on the following:

• Competitor built (own construction, from plan or      
wood kit), covered and painted      10 points

• Pre built airframe and wings and covered and   
painted the model                   8 points

• Full moulded composite model or painted the   
model                     6 points

• Modified markings on ARF kit   4 points                          
• A n y  u n m o d i fi e d  A R F  k i t                          

2 points
• Not any achievement on the model (prebuilt &   

prepainted)          0 points

Note that while these scores do play a part in the final 
score, (they are worth about 12% of the total) they are not 
the main driver of your static score, you still need to have 
an accurate outline (probably the most important item) 
and an accurate colour scheme. 

Don’t be overwhelmed by these Static requirements, 
read the ru les  carefu l ly  and assemble your 
documentation in the order of the score sheet, this will 
make the Judges job much easier.

The Sig committee is more than happy to help you put 
together your documentation – by all means feel free to 
call me.

@ .gavinshute gmail com

http://www.rcgf.co.nz
http://www.rcgf.co.nz
mailto:president@nzjma.com
mailto:president@nzjma.com


control line
SIG David Thornley

The pictures following these notes show the new Control 
Line circle that has been established at the TMAC flying 
field which lies within the TECT (Tauranga Electricity 
Community Trust) all terrain park about 20 minutes west 
of Tauranga. This site was carved out of the forestry and 
native bush that is the TECT park about eight years ago, 
and is unique in that there are no near neighbours and it 
has a very long-term lease. 

TMAC is a go-ahead club (it must be, if it supporting CL!) 
and apart from the popular annual winter model aircraft 
auction runs a variety of activities for its members. Rob 
Morgan founded the annual slow combat meeting, first 
run a couple of years ago and now, thanks to the efforts of 
member, Paul Lethbridge, a returning stunt flier, the 
committee has supported the establishment of a 
permanent CL circle at the end of the flying area. The 
great thing about this area is that it is regularly mowed as 
part of routine field maintenance and it also has the 
redundant field club house with deck which is now 
available for exclusive CL use! The area is flat and should 
be sufficiently distant from the main runway to allow CL 
use whilst RC flying is happening on the main runway. 

It’s a great addition to the existing CL flying venues and its 
location in the central NI makes it easily reachable. It will 
also be suitable for grass team racing when the area has 
been rolled next winter. By the time you read this the 
Cov19 re-scheduled slow combat meeting on March 27 
should have been held, but with Cov19 anything can 
happen!
 
The CL World Championships is now scheduled for this 
August in Poland. The organisers decide 60 days before 
the start if it will go ahead in this Cov19 world. Full details 
re qualifying trials etc are on the SIG web pages. 

The new CL circle at TMAC club showing the club house and circle. The 
main runway is on the right. This was at the height of the dry season 
after the first couple of mowings.

The new CL circle at TMAC club showing the club house and circle. The 
main runway is on the right. This was at the height of the dry season 
after the first couple of mowings.

A view in the opposite direction showing the CL clubhouse in the 
foreground with the main clubhouse away on the right. Runway is now 
on the left.

A view in the opposite direction showing the CL clubhouse in the 
foreground with the main clubhouse away on the right. Runway is now 
on the left.

The Nats have been and gone and they were great. The 
Covid issue obviously affected the number of CL 
competitors with the main absences being those from the 
South Island. The uncertainty of the Covid situation 
obviously made travel bookings almost impossible. 

The weather for the first three days was absolutely 
brilliant. Unfortunately, it started to rain towards the end of 
the week and some of the team race pictures show them 
flying in the rain, but I don’t believe it was too heavy.

Our plans to use a local contractor to cut the grass for our 
circles went ahead and thanks to Lloyd Dicken for meeting 
with them early December to position the circles for the 
preparatory cut. Unfortunately, this year the normal circle 
area was being used by the local horse jumpers and the 
grass had also been left to grow as a crop so the usual 
location was difficult to set up. 

By good fortune, Kim Webby and Tawhai, his son arrived a 
couple of days earlier than the start of the Nats, and they 
had also brought a mower with them!  Kim saw that the 
circle was not properly established and got working to 
properly prepare two circles. And what a job they made! 
The finished circles were absolutely first class, probably 
the best that I have flown on at the Nats. We owe a debt of 
gratitude for the efforts that these two stalwarts plus John 
Danks from Airsail, put in on our behalf in the really hot and 
dry conditions. 

The local contractor initially set up by us, was also used by 
the NATS management to cut other flying areas and I 
believe they were satisfied enough with the outcome to 
consider using them next year.

The location of the circles was perfect, so after the Nats 
we took a drone picture of the circles and also located 
them with triangulation to fixed points. Next year we will 
have full positional details for the contractor, also we must 
try and ensure that the any horse jumps are moved 
beforehand!

At the SIG AGM, Adrian Hamilton was appointed to the 
committee as the Aerobatics Co-ordinator, he has 
consistently done a great job arranging the stunt series for 
us and to formalise his position is a much overdue move. 
The rest of the committee were re-elected as before and 
the AGM minutes are posted on the SIG web pages.
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We Came, We Flew We had a good time, We went home 
aga in !  Th is  was  the  January  2022  Nat iona l 
Championships. With some initial processing of scanning 
vaccine passes, application of yellow arm bands for the 
week there was a lot of good flying to be had. The Free 
flight SIG was amazed at the number of entries, some of 
them at quite a late stage too. Hangar Rat, Indoor 
Handlaunch glider and Aggregate were the classes that 
had great entries. Other classes also had good numbers 
and the weather held pretty well for most of Free flight too. 
No Free flight events were cancelled.

It was good to see a number of Ladies Flying too! They 
were all Outstanding in their Field!

To see all the results go to the Model Flying NZ Nationals 
results webpage.

The Free Flight SIG AGM was held at the end of the 
Nationals followed by prizegiving and was short, sharp 
and to the point thanks to some help from Kevin Barnes 
pre presenting reports. Basically The Officers serving 
were re-elected, we spent very little money for the 
financial year and have some good funds, and no matters 
arising from previous reports. Connie Gray and Kevin 
Barnes were thanked for their behind the scenes work 
helping the Sig and events run smoothly.

Words

Rob Wallace

Photos

David Ackery
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Raised in General business for the Sig to look at is the 
lowering of the engine run to possibly 8 seconds in E.36 
as the climb rate for 10 seconds is pretty high and we 
would encourage anyone running a contest in future to try 
using the 8 second run to see how well it works. Also in 
discussion is the method of launching Indoor Hand 
Launch Gliders, especially the Cats Meow Kits being 
used as the overseas video shows them being launched 
by the wingtip. The current rules dont define the Method of 
Launch for Indoor Handlaunch Glider compared to 
Outdoor Hand Launch Glider rules. If anyone has any 
particular comments to make on these 2 subjects please 
contact me via email ffonzrjw@gmail.com so the SIG can 
follow up on these subjects.

The January 2022 Nationals were the first trials for 
qual i fying for the potential  World Free Fl ight 
Championships in France in 2023 in classes F1A F1B 
F1C. What is disappointing is reading of the high numbers 
of daily Covid infections in places like France and the rest 
of the World but in the meantime a core bunch of people 
are Trialling and doing NDC events as well, especially 
while the weather is good. Go to the MFNZ Website or the 
last MFW for trials dates. NDC events and dates are also 
on the MFNZ website.

Coming up is the Waikato Freeflight Champs as well as 
the North Island Freeflight Champs. In discussion with Bill 
Long, the South Island Champs are being planned for the 
Weekend of 30th and 31st of July 2022. It is hoped to add 
E.36 to the programmefor the South Island Champs. 
There is some interest from North Island Flyers who make 
a decent holiday out of it and enjoy the Southern 
Hospitality. I can recommend the trip.

The SIG is always looking at ways to promote FreeFlight 
in New Zealand and there are some fantastic photos 
placed on Facebook and the like and if you have any good 
photos please send them to me so they can be included in 
MFW as well. Even some old photos are good value too!

We are always looking for articles and some great ones 
have appeared.
See you all at the next event out there doing it while we 
can.
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FREE FLIGHT TEAM TRIALS 2022FREE FLIGHT TEAM TRIALS 2022
The 2021 FF World Champs in France did not happen due to 
Covid, and have been rescheduled to 2023. Therefore 2022 
becomes the new team selection year. 

Start time is from 07.00. All Free Flight is welcome on these 
dates. Any person wanting to make trials flights should 
advise David Ackery, email david.ackery@xtra.co.nz, 

March 12th

April   9th

May 21st

June 18th

July 16th

Organizer: Paul Squires 021 029 94110

NORTH ISLAND FREE FLIGHT CHAMPSNORTH ISLAND FREE FLIGHT CHAMPS
 

1st, 2nd & 3rd of April 2022
8am - 4pm Raynor's Farm, 
Gladstone Road, Carterton 

New this year 
Teams of two drawn live Friday 

night at chosen venue.
Attendance at social event required 

to qualify for this event.
Combined times taken over 2 days. 

This event is separate to NIFFC.
$100.00 cash to the winning team 
This event is separate to NIFFC.
$100 Cash to the winning team

Sponsored by CLG
(Connie Louise Gray)

Contest director:  Paul Squires 021 029 94110  pwsquires@gmail.com 
Contest Administrator: Ms Connie Gray

Friday 1st
7.45am Safety & 

House rules briefing
Open Rubber 3x180
Open Power   3x180
Open Glider    3x180

Vintage Duration 
Combined 3x180

E 36 3x120

Saturday 2nd
Kiwi Power 3x120
Nostalgia Duration 
combined 3x180 

P30 3x120
Combined

Catapult/Hlg/Tlg 
6x60

Sunday 3rd
Mini Combined 

(1/2A Power/Coup/A1)
3x120

(1/2A Power, coup, A1) 
Vintage Precision 3x90

Kennedy Precision 3x90
Classic Duration 3x180

Free Flight Scale to be run over the three days by FF and CL Sig
Ricky Bould   Unimec1994@gmail.com   021 912 022                                  

Mar    19th     Wind date      20th
Apr       23rd     Wind date      24th 
May        28th     Wind date      29th
Jun       11th     Wind date      12th 
Sep    24th     Wind date      25th 
Oct      29th     Wind date      30th 
Nov    26th     Wind date      27th 
Dec    10th     Wind date      11th 

COVID RULES WILL APPLY

Dates are subject to weather or any local conditions that may affect availability of the site, 
this is controlled by site co-ordinator Bryce Gibson, and all such enquires to him. 
flyf2d@hotmail.com

CENTRAL NORTH ISLANDCENTRAL NORTH ISLAND

FREE FLIGHT TRIALSFREE FLIGHT TRIALS
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President: 
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 027 557 0470
Secretary/Treasurer:
David James (PN) – 06 354 3452, 027 244 7782
Committee:
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Dave Griffin (Christchurch), Joe 
Wurts (Hawkes Bay), John Shaw (Timaru), Allan Knox 
(Christchurch) & Peter Williams (Paraparaumu)
Soaring SIG email: 
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info at: 
http://www.model flyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html
Facebook: 
NZ Soaring SIG & NZ R/C Soaring.
Postal address: 
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412
 
From your Soaring SIG
Welcome to 2022. We trust you all have been keeping 
safe.

There is a lot of flying on the Soaring calendar so mark 
your personal calendars with “your” events.

The AGM was held at the Nats. Reports were presented 
and passed with the SIG is in a good financial position. 
The Committee was re-elected. Remits were moved, 
seconded, discussed, and voted on. Remits 1,2 & 3 all 
passed but Remit 4 did not.

There was discussion on an electric Soaring class to cater 
for models like proposed in Remit 4 and others, best 
described as “Classic eRES” electric glider and flown to 
the Radian rules.  The SIG will further discuss this and 
investigate provisional implementation.

Discussion also covered the Nats soaring calendar and 
location of the Radian event.
 
Please check 
https://www.mod elflyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html and 
make sure you have the latest NZ Soaring rulebook and 
2022 Soaring calendar. 

A set of Provisional Class Q - NZ F5K Rules are released 
for NZ use. Listed as Provisional in the NZ Soaring 
Rulebook.

Upcoming events 
March 
NDC Event #408, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H  (total raw scores)
NDC Event #409, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
NDC Event #410, ALES Radian Class P
3rd Soarchamps - F3B - Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
4th Soarchamps-F3J & ALES 200-Black Bridge, Hawkes 
Bay
5th Soarchamps - F5J - Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
6th Soarchamps - F3K & F5K - Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
3rd <> 6th Soarchamps - ALES Radian, Day TBA - Black 
Bridge, Hawkes Bay
18th <> 20th, NI Aerotow, Aorangi Road, Hawkes Bay.
26th & 27th, F3K Round 1 NI Series - Black Bridge, 
Hawkes Bay
April 
NDC Event #411, Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
NDC Event #412, ALES Radian Class P
NDC Event #413, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores)
April 22nd <> 24th, SI Aerotow, Omarama
NDC Event #414, Thermal D (F500)
NDC Event #415, Thermal B (10 min)
NDC Event #416, ALES 123 Class N
NDC Event #417, NZ F5K CLASS Q, 4 Rounds, Tasks A, 
B, C & E (Total Raw Scores)
May 
7th & 8th, F3B-Rd.2 NI Series- Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
27th <> 29th, NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
June 
NDC Event #418, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
NDC Event #419, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H  (total raw scores)
NDC Event #420, ALES Radian Class P
4th & 5th, F3K - Rd. 2 NI Series - (venue to be confirmed)
24th <> 26th, NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
July 
NDC Event #421, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
NDC Event #422, Thermal A (Open)
NDC Event #423, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores)
NDC Event #424, ALES 123 Class N
9th & 10th F3B Rd.3 NI Series-Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
22nd <> 24th, NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
August 
NDC Event #425, Thermal B (10 min)
NDC Event #426, X5J Unlimited Class O
NDC Event #427, NZ F5K CLASS Q, 4 Rounds, Tasks A, 
B, C & E (Total Raw Scores)
19th <> 21st, NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
27th & 28th, FAI F5J - Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
September 
NDC Event #428, Thermal D (F500)
NDC Event #429, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
NDC Event #430, ALES Radian Class P
NDC Event #431, Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
10th & 11th, F3B R4 NI Series-Black Bridge, Hawkes Bay
6th <> 18th, NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road.
October 
NDC Event #432, ALES 123 Class N
NDC Event #433, ALES Radian Class P
NDC Event #434, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H (total raw scores)
NDC Event #435, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores)
14th <> 16th NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
29th & 30th Southern Fling F3K & Rd3 NI series-Black 
Bridge, Hawkes Bay
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November 
NDC Event #436, F3K Tasks B, D, G, H (total raw scores)
NDC Event #437, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
NDC Event #438, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
25th <> 27th, NI Aerotow, Matamata
2nd <> 4th, FAI F5J, Christchurch.
9th <> 11th, NI Aerotow, Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road

If you are interested in Scale gliding, then visiting an 
Aerotow would be a good idea. There are events in both 
the North & South islands. So check out the calendar now.
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HARVEY

 

(* Acute Respiratory Failure)                “Yep, this is my new deadly delta variant”

 

Probably 

just an 

ARF*

“What’s wrong with my neck?  It the dreaded Nats crick, Wendy”

HARVEY

 

Your Soaring SIG had a very successful Nats. Thermal 
Duration FAI F3J, Multi-task Soaring FAI F3B, Electric 
Thermal Duration FAI F5J, ALES 200, ALES Radian, 
ALES 123, F5K Electric RC Hand launch and F3K RC 
Hand Launch Glider made up the classes flown. Please 
find our soaring report elsewhere in this MFW. Thanks to 
Jane & Andrew Hiscock for the photos and script. 
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Recording Officer’s Report Allan 
Knox

NDC

RESULTS NDC
2021 final placings summary

Allan Knox, 
215 Southfield Drive, Lincoln, 7608. 

allan.j.knox@gmail.com. 021 747 950

Well, that is another year behind 
us and there is everything to play 
for again. We have a full NDC 

January 2022

calendar of events to enjoy in the 
comfort of our own club fields or 

regions. If there is a class in the rule book that can be 
scored by tape measure and/or stop watch then it is 
probably in the calendar at least twice this year. Get out 
there and have a go, I know I will.

Here is a summary of results from last year. If you want to 
see all the detail then go to the NDC Web page and click 
the link to get the full results and placings. See 
http://www.modelflyingnz.org/NDC.html

Overall Individual NDC placings 2021  
1 Allan Knox  Christchurch M A C Inc  205.5
2 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc  104
3 Joe Wurts  Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 96.3
4 Rex Ashwell Marlborough Assoc Modellers Inc 81
5= A. Koerbin  Feilding Model Flying Circle  76.5
5= Ian Harvey  Christchurch M A C Inc  76.5
6 Dave Griffin Christchurch M A C Inc  68.5
7 Phil Elvy  Marlborough Assoc Modellers Inc 68
8 G. Lovejoy  Feilding Model Flying Circle  67
9 K  Botherway Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 64.3
10 P. Squires  Feilding Model Flying Circle  54.5

Overall NDC Club placings 2021   
1 Christchurch M A C Inc    681.5
2 Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc   390
3 New Plymouth M A C Inc    314
4 Feilding Model Flying Circle   313
5 Marlborough Associated Modelers Inc  275
6 Auckland Free Flight Club    123
7 Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc   71
8  Whangarei Model Aircraft Club Inc  52
9 Wellington M A C Inc    50
10 Far North R/C Fliers    41

Vintage NDC Championship 2021 
1 Allan Knox  Christchurch M A C Inc  87.5
2 B. Russell  Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 47.5
3 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc  44

NDC Free Flight Championship 2021 
1 Lynn Rodway Christchurch M A C Inc  60
2 A. Koerbin  Feilding Model Flying Circle  59.5
3 G. Lovejoy  Feilding Model Flying Circle  53

NDC Control Line Championship 2021 
1 B. Robinson New Plymouth M A C Inc  45
2 G. Christie  Auckland Free Flight Club  35.5
3 Rod Brown  New Plymouth M A C Inc  29

NDC Soaring Championship 2021 
1 Allan Knox  Christchurch M A C Inc  97
2 Joe Wurts  Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 96.3
3 Rex Ashwell Marlborough Assoc Modellers Inc 81
 
NDC Pylon Championship 2021 
1 G Mercer  Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc 21
2 L Crook  New Plymouth M A C Inc  14
3 A Wright  Highbrook Aero Modellers Inc 10

Records
This year’s Nationals were well supported given Covid 19 
and a number of new records were set.

David Ackery broke the recently set record for free flight 
E36 with an outstanding score of 540 seconds.

Adrian Hamilton improved on his old control line Class 1 
percentage speed to record a time of 19.19 seconds at a 
speed of187.60 Km/Hr.

And we have a new junior record which goes to Nathan 
Walker for Class 1 Hangar Rat with an outstanding time of 
294 seconds.

Well done all of you.
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64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014    airsailmac@airsail.co.nz

3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207    bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz

79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Mike Bron 
mbron@xtra.co.nz   www.amf.org.nz

48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway, 
Kakanui R.D.4 
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429  
fly.kakanui@gmail.com

4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022 
09 636 8439  
amacsecretary@outlook.com
77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing

36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank 
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720  ted@pl.net 

35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199  mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz

49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749 
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com

8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Stephen Grainger
027 278 8765    di_steve@xtra.co.nz

82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury 
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452   jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue  
ALEXANDRA 
03 448 6919  avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz



9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041 
03 348 8206  harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson, 
307 Avonhead Rd,  Avonhead, 
CHRISTCHURCH 8042. 
03 358 4022  jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169  kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz

12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road, Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241   spencejs10@gmail.com

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233,  PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com

38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007   desr2727@gmail.com

13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE 
06 868 4706  pandrg@xtra.co.nz  

14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, 
No 6 RD  GORE 
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz 

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson 
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889   alan48linda47@gmail.com

17. Hawera M.A.C. 
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514  peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468, Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484    henny.remkes@gmail.com

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180    Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298   info@ham.org.nz   

40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556  l-j@xtra.co.nz

19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Ross Pepper
29 Sovereign Boulevard
KAIAPOI 7630    021 244 7668  
rdpepper29@gmail.com    www.kmac.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896  mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, 
RD 1  AWANUI
021 047 6314   bieribeach@gmail.com

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc 
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716    carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317    tierrich@gmail.com

66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Gary Sarginson
07 8662877   gnjsarg@xtra.co.nz

72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099   
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz

18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605    brettrob@orcon.net.nz

24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200
nmacsecretary@outlook.com

25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Steve Blackman
027 481 2575    shb@xtra.co.nz

91. New Zealand Jet Modellers 
Association (Inc.)
Rene Redmond
311 Newbury Line, Rd8
PALMERSTON NORTH 4478
021 245 2729   secretary@nzjma.com

29. NOCLASS  M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com

26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Robert Berger
51A Hibiscus Coast Highway
Silverdale  AUCKLAND 0932

021 969 159    nsmac.team@gmail.com

www.nsmac.org.nz

98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379    tony@titanenergy.co.nz

27. Oamaru Power M A C (Inc)
Jamie McCullough
021 272 8656 
jamiemccullough9@gmail.com 

32. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Donald Selbie
90 Max Smith Drive
P.O. Box 181
TWIZEL    027 435 5516

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066 mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121 
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577    nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz

30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Bruce Withell 
withellbruce@gmail.com

66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260    rsloan@xtra.co.nz

31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221   ronw82@outlook.com  

94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com

68. Warkworth Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
021 725 876    somerset11@outlook.com

50. Thames Blackfeet Flyers
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road
Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932    09 428 6994 
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz

88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033    dbsq17@gmail.com

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299    secretary@wmac.org.nz  

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider 
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville 
WELLINGTON 6037    04 478 9365 

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962    jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz

70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
John Laker
21 Riverside Place 
KATIKATI 3121    07 549 0043

58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676    keithryman@outlook.com

59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade 
Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223    daviespj00@yahoo.com

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55 
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333     gramain@xtra.co.nz   

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024    03 338 0462

54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643    wardharber@xtra.co.nz

34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND    mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz

42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906    hayden@aurium.co.nz

37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
David Thornley
07 349 3719    dthornley47@gmail.com

80. Rural Flying Corps
Doug Palmer
314 Racecourse Road
AMBERLEY 7482
027 213 9071 or 03 314 8988

84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4  ALBANY 0794
09 473 4158    Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz

62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow 
33 Harper Street, Parkside 
TIMARU 
027 684 5832    gndellow@xtra.co.nz 

39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431    graham.rose@langley.co.nz

CLASSIFIEDS

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633    paul.buckrell@gmail.com

20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230 
09 407 8959    mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz

21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Ivan Huntley
021 210 6138  levinmodelclub@gmail.com

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox, 
52 Siena Place, 
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692    (03) 310 6628

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
WAIMATE 7924
027 836 0423   gtec1963@gmail.com

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810 
06 370 4693   henderson.ihug@gmail.com

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive
Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846    brent.holt@xtra.co.nz 

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213    stu.goodare@gmail.com

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730    ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz

44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott 
41 Acornia Close 
TAURANGA 3112 
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407   
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying Group
Ken Green
09 435 0989     greensacres@xtra.co.nz

Wanted For Sale
INFORMATION WANTED  I 
have the Top Flight kit plans for Ed, 
Kazmirski’s Taurus. Could anyone 
confirm the tip section is a scaled 
down root, i.e, is the wing non 
progressive root to tip?  Please call 
me on 027 625 9083
Ron Stone    

HANGAR 9 33% PIPER PAWNEE, 3.3 mtr span, 20 kgm, powered by 
DLE120cc twin petrol motor, glider tow hook with servo operated release, 
savox servos throughout, modified scale like cockpit with 1/3rd scale pilot.  
$2500 (no offers)
ICON N'TH WEST 1/4 SCALE PIPER SUPER CUB, 1/4 scale pilot, 
servos throughout, Zenoah G38 motor.  $300
BALSA USA 1/3RD SCALE PIPER SUPER CUB, 1/3rd scale pilot, 
recently repowered with DLE 40cc twin petrol motor (just run-in), servos 
throughout, servo operated parachute release, parachutist included.  $600
MIDWEST EXTRA, 81in wingspan, servos throughout, powered by 
Zenoah G38, great sport flier and capable of good sport aerobatics but would 
need more power for advanced aeros.  $300

Jim Hamill   Ph 0272995109

S e t  o f  p l a n s  f o r  a  P L 1 2 
AIRTRUK to reprint or buy.
stephen.southey1@gmail.com



NORTHLAND AUCKLAND

AUCKLAND

R/C Aircraft Specialists
PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz

Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,

Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!

Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products Suppliers of all Airsail products

299 Native Road  Pukekawa 2696

Auckland

Ph: 09 233 4014

theteam@airsail.co.nz

New Zealand Sales Agent for 
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems

www.airsailmodels.co.nz

Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon

props and many more.

Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,

HENDERSON
RACING

HAMILTON

CHRISTCHURCH

82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH

027 228 5466
bigtrev@xtra.co.nz

Suppliers to the racing fraternity

Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND    Bus/AH 09 275 5842

Workshop Facilities:

 slipstream.models.workshop@gmail.com

SLIPSTREAM MODEL SLIPSTREAM MODEL 
RESTORATION WORKSHOPRESTORATION WORKSHOP

Specialists in plans from all top designs from 

around the globe plus others less known

Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage

MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.

Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats, 

Canopy pressing, Latex moulding, 
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls, 
Radio & Accessories repairs

RC Hobbies is NZ’s number one online 
hobby shop, with exceptional product 

knowledge and unbeatable service you 
can’t go wrong. 

RC Hobbies have everything 
you need from planes, cars, helicopters, 

drones, 3d printers, paint, fuel, accessories 
and much more. 

RC Hobbies also provide services repairs. 
There is something for everyone at RC 

Hobbies with new products being updated 
on the website regularly. 

Get in touch with the team at RC 
Hobbies Today!

 Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz

Email: sales@rchobbies.co.nz
 

Follow us on Social Media:

Ph: 021 288 9455

Frazer@pbgrc.co.nz

www.PBGRC.co.nz
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